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A magisterial history of the origins, reality, and legend of the knight“A carefully researched,
concise, readable, and entertaining account of an institution that remains a part of the Western
imagination.” —Los Angeles TimesBorn out of the chaos of the early Middle Ages, the armored
and highly mobile knight revolutionized warfare and quickly became a mythic figure in history.
From the Knights Templars and English knighthood to the crusades and chivalry, The Knight in
History, by acclaimed medievalist Frances Gies, bestselling coauthor of Life in a Medieval
Castle, paints a remarkable true picture of knighthood—exploring the knight’s earliest
appearance as an agent of lawless violence, his reemergence as a dynamic social entity, his
eventual disappearance from the European stage, and his transformation into Western culture’s
most iconic hero.

“Charles Taylor is one of the finest thinkers we have. And by ‘we’ I mean every striving, puzzled,
intellectually alert person on the planet. Even when you dissent from his conclusions you’d be a
dullard if you chose to ignore Taylor’s verve or the fabulous intellectual tussles his writings
provoke. Mostly, you’ll find yourself agreeing with him and I can think of no better introduction to
either pursuit (the cheering or the respectful booing) than this splendid book… The wisdom and
learning on display is staggering.”―Jonathan Wright, Catholic Herald“Charles Taylor’s worldwide
influence and reputation owe to the depth and imagination of his work. They owe, too, to the fact
that he is one of the few philosophers who has consistently made his ideas accessible to
different philosophical traditions, as well as to scholars in other disciplines. His range of interests
and reference is impressively wide and his writing is accessible and bracingly free of jargon. He
is almost temperamentally incapable of writing on any subject without relating it to the most
fundamental philosophical questions. He is generous when writing of others, drawing out what is
most significant in their work, with never an unfair or unforgiving note. He has a keen and
constantly curious cosmopolitan sensibility. Above all, his humanity is vast. Every one of these
qualities―and more―are present in abundance in these essays.”―Akeel Bilgrami, Columbia
UniversityAbout the AuthorCharles Taylor is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Philosophy
at McGill University and author of Sources of the Self, The Ethics of Authenticity, and A Secular
Age. He has received many honors, including the Templeton Prize, the Berggruen Prize, and
membership in the Order of Canada.
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course of time, from the Greek hoplite, the Roman legionary, and the Ottoman janissary to
members of the specialized branches of modern armed forces, none has had a longer career
than the knight of the European Middle Ages, and none has had an equal impact on history,
social and cultural as well as political.1 Knights fought on the battlefields of Europe for six
hundred to eight hundred years, some scholars dating their emergence as early as the eighth
century, some as late as the tenth. They were still prominent, though increasingly obsolescent, in
the sixteenth century, long after the introduction of firearms and the advent of the national
state.Originally a personality of mediocre status raised above the peasant by his possession of
expensive horse and armor, the knight slowly improved his position in society until he became
part of the nobility. Although knights remained the lowest rank of the upper class, knighthood
acquired a unique cachet that made knighting an honor prized by the great nobility and even by
royalty. This cachet was primarily the product of the Church’s policy of Christianizing knighthood
by sanctifying the ceremony of knighting and by sponsoring a code of behavior known as
chivalry, a code perhaps violated more often than honored, but exercising incontestable
influence on the thought and conduct of posterity.The institution of knighthood summons up in
the mind of every literate person the image of an armor-plated warrior on horseback, with the
title “Sir,” whose house was a castle, and who divided his time between the pageantry of the
tournament and the lonely adventures of knight-errantry. The image has the defect of being
static, and it represents a concept that belongs more to legend and literature than to real life. Yet
the real historical figure of the knight is not totally at odds with the popular image. He did indeed
wear plate armor, but plate superseded mail only late in his long career. The “Sir”—“Messire” in
French—also came late and in England still exists as a title of honor or of minor nobility. A knight
sometimes lived in a castle, but the castle was rarely his own. He participated in tournaments,
but the tournament’s character as pageant developed only in its decadence. He was certainly
prone to adventure in his often short life, but nearly always in company and in search of income
rather than romance.In England and America the popular image of the knight is pre-ponderantly
English, thanks to the overpowering appeal of the King Arthur story. Real knights, however,
originated in France and were unknown in England until the Norman Conquest. The French-
Welsh-English creators of the Arthur literature, who grafted onto a grain of historical fact a mass
of legend about a sixth-century British chieftain, ended by creating a bizarre time warp in which
knights in gleaming plate armor galloped anachronistically through the primitive political
countryside of post-Roman Britain.Though change was continuous, one may usefully divide the
knight’s long history into three stages: first, the emergence of the armored, mounted soldier in
the turmoil-filled ninth and tenth centuries; second, the development of the mature institution of
knighthood in the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries, the age of the architects of the King
Arthur legend; and third, the decay of the institution as a consequence of the rise of new social
forces in the late Middle Ages and early modern times.The knight may be defined from three
different standpoints, each of them important: the military, the economic, and the social.He was
first and foremost a soldier, as identified by the Latin term for him, miles, and the Anglo-Saxon



cniht, cognate of “knight.” He was invariably mounted; in most languages the medieval
vernacular word that replaced miles denoted horseman: French, chevalier; German, Ritter;
Italian, cavaliere; Spanish, caballero. Again invariably, he was clad in armor. Thus militarily he
was an armored cavalryman.Economically, the knight was a component of the system known to
historians as feudalism. In this dominant economic (and political) order of the Middle Ages, a
lord granted land to a vassal in return for military and other less important services. Lord and
vassal swore an oath, of protection and support on the part of the lord, of loyalty on the part of
the vassal. At the height of feudalism, the knight was the cornerstone of the institution. He may
be said to have formed its basic currency. The lord’s grant of land to his vassal was typically in
return for the service of a specified number of knights, whose swords the vassal was able to
secure in his turn by granting land to them through a similar exchange of oaths. Lord, vassal, and
knight were free men, tied together by their mutual promises.The economic prototype of the
knight, then, was a free man, holding land, and owing feudal military service. Details of practice
varied widely. In Germany up to the thirteenth century some knights were household retainers
who shared characteristics with serfs. Throughout Europe and throughout the Middle Ages,
many knights were landless and not strictly speaking part of the feudal system. Finally, in the late
Middle Ages, knights ceased to perform feudal military service in return for grants of land and
became plain professional soldiers, differing only in prestige, equipment, and pay scale from
other men-at-arms.Socially, even the protoknights of the early period were set apart by their
expensive equipment and horses. Gradually professional pride matured into class
consciousness, which was enhanced by the Church’s sponsorship. The soldiers of the earlier
period may or may not properly be called knights, but the full development of knighthood came
only with the acquisition of class identity.The Western European knight may be summarized as a
mounted, heavily armed and armored soldier, in most times and places a free man and a
landholder, and, most significantly, a member of a caste with a strong sense of solidarity.This
book will attempt to trace the development of the medieval knight from first appearance through
rise to gradual eclipse, and to assess his impact on history, using real-life knights as examples.It
will first describe the genesis of the knight and his tenth-century manifestation, a crude and
violent figure virtually uncurbed by a society that had lost control over its military class. The
efforts of the Church first to tame and then to harness the brute bestowed on him a dawning
consciousness of belonging to an “order,” a chosen cadre with duties and disciplines prescribed
by the Church, to which he came to owe a special allegiance.The maturing eleventh-century
knight, his self-image further enhanced by the designation “soldier of Christ,” a radical concept
of Pope Gregory VII, undertook the unparalleled adventure of the First Crusade. Social and
economic motives as well as religious ones impelled him. One motive proved ephemeral: many
landless knights went to the East with thoughts of acquiring estates, but few remained.
Nevertheless, the Crusade gave further impetus to the rise of the knightly class, through the
broadening effect of travel, which helped lift the knight from petty provincial to European
gentleman-soldier, and through his role in “the army of the Lord,” combating “God’s enemies.”In



the twelfth century, some of the same social and economic forces that lay behind Crusading led
knights into an unexpected and even anomalous pursuit. Certain of them became “troubadours,”
lyric poets who flourished in the sophisticated climate of southern France and who produced a
body of verse that, in addition to its influence on European literature, had a high intrinsic value,
now unfortunately obscured by the lapse of Provençal from an international literary language to
a local dialect. The troubadours’ poetic successors, knights of northern France and of Germany,
carried on the tradition as trouvères and minnesingers. Narrative poetry and prose, influenced
by the troubadours, also swelled the twelfth-century literary Renaissance, reaching a climax in
the Arthurian romances, a multiauthored accumulation that fixed the image of the medieval
knight for himself, his contemporaries, and posterity.The knight-errant heroes of the Arthur
stories had historical counterparts whose adventures, if less fabulous, were genuine enough as
they roamed Europe earning a living in tournament and battle. Those of William Marshal of
England, who became the trusted counselor of kings, have been preserved in a valuable
chronicle. By the thirteenth century, political developments had attached the knights firmly to the
nobility and modified their role from the strictly military. The rise of a money economy and
subsequent inflation increased the expenses of knighthood and created a new class of men
eligible to become knights who no longer wished to be knighted but opted to remain squires.
Simultaneously, commoners—rich peasants and merchants—began to invade the knightly
class.The Church’s ideal of the “soldier of Christ” was best realized in the Military Orders that
fought the infidel in Spain, eastern Europe, and above all the Holy Land. The Knights Templars,
Hospitalers, Teutonic Knights, and Spanish Orders of Calatrava, Santiago, and Alcantara
performed their military duties with a monastic discipline that contrasted with the unruly
individualism of the traditional knights. The Templars, the most celebrated of the Orders, were
drawn into the unknightly profession of banking, which led first to their enrichment and then to
their downfall.The Hundred Years War (1337–1453) worked the final transformation of the
western European knight from landed vassal to professional soldier. The careers of two knights,
the Breton hero Bertrand du Guesclin and John Fastolf, an English knight of middle-class origins
who reaped a fortune from the war, illuminate aspects of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
knighthood.In the end the knight was absorbed into the standing army of the new national state,
where he quickly lost his distinctive identity. More enduring was the influence on manners and
morals of “chivalry,” an ambiguous word that sometimes refers to the corps of knights
themselves, sometimes to the panoply of tournament and heraldry, sometimes to the knightly
code of conduct. The title of knight survived as a lower rank of nobility and as a conferred civil or
military honor. The panoply long enjoyed popularity, especially in the circles of royalty, and even
made a memorable farewell appearance in the age of Victoria. The code of conduct, with its
invocation of generous sentiments, has never lost its appeal, and is permanently enshrined in
the literature of chivalry.2The First KnightsIN THE BEGINNING… NO MAN WAS HIGHER IN
BIRTH THAN ANY OTHER, FOR ALL MEN WERE DESCENDED FROM A SINGLE FATHER
AND MOTHER. BUT WHEN ENVY AND COVETOUSNESS CAME INTO THE WORLD, AND



MIGHT TRIUMPHED OVER RIGHT…CERTAIN MEN WERE APPOINTED AS GUARANTORS
AND DEFENDERS OF THE WEAK AND THE HUMBLE.—The Book of Lancelot of the
LakeMEDIEVAL MORALISTS believed that at an early stage knights had been chosen as the
sword arm of society, to enforce justice and protect the helpless. This event had occurred in
antiquity, and Old Testament heroes such as Judas Maccabeus and King David were included in
the roll of knights. The real entry of the knight into history was no such dramatic phenomenon,
but a gradual coalescing of social and technological elements over a long period of time.Long
though its germination took, the rise of knighthood was a medieval event, not a Roman
continuation. Rome possessed its own class of “knights” (equites, horsemen), originally the
cavalry wing of the Roman army and source of the army’s officers. This class had by the end of
the Republican period abandoned its military role and become army contractors, tax farmers,
and exploiters of public resources. They formed the lower segment of the upper class, just below
the senators, a status memorialized in the theaters and arenas throughout the Empire, where
the first rows were reserved for the senators, the next several for the knights.1 Contrary to the
assumption of some nineteenth-century historians, however, this Roman “Equestrian Order” had
no historical connection with medieval knighthood.Scholarly controversy still clouds the
emergence of the medieval knight.2 Records for the critical period are scarce, and semantic
problems—the relationship between late-Roman terms for certain kinds of soldiers and Latin
terms used in the early Middle Ages—compound the difficulty. Terms used for social classes in
the time of Charlemagne and those of the eleventh century are equally ambiguous. The
prejudices of early modern historians also inhibited understanding. In the nineteenth century,
when feudal society was regarded as backward, barbaric, and chaotic, a school of German
scholars headed by Heinrich Brunner attempted to prove that feudalism had originated not in
ancient German tribal custom but in eighth-century France. Brunner traced its beginnings to the
adoption by Charles Martel of the Muslims’ cavalry arm and tactics. To support his new cavalry
corps, Charles seized church lands and granted them as “benefices” to the mounted soldiers,
thereby inventing the fief. These first knights became, according to Brunner, the ancestors of the
medieval nobility.3Brunner’s theory was elaborated and refined by two twentieth-century
historians, French medievalist Marc Bloch and American Lynn White, Jr. Bloch, writing in the
1930s, proposed that the nobility of the early Middle Ages, both the Roman senatorial class and
the Germanic chiefs, had disappeared by the eighth century; what took its place was a new
class distinguished not by birth but by power derived from the king’s service. Pedigrees of the
medieval nobility could be traced back only to the “crucial turning-point of the year 800,” shortly
before which the class had its origins in the professional warrior of the time, with his horse,
armor, shield, lance, and sword. “As the logical consequence of the adoption, [in] about the tenth
century, of the stirrup, the short spear of former days, brandished at arm’s length like a javelin,
was abandoned and replaced by the long and heavy lance…” Added to stirrup and lance were
helmet and chain mail. These improvements made the warrior’s equipment far more expensive,
affordable only by a rich man or a rich man’s vassal. Therefore the Carolingian kings bestowed



lands—benefices—to support and equip their fighting men, who formed a new aristocracy.4In
the 1960s Lynn White embellished the theories of Brunner and Bloch, making the stirrup the
“keystone” of “Brunner’s magnificent structure of hypotheses.” White moved the arrival of the
stirrup in western Europe back to the first part of the eighth century and attributed its adoption to
“Charles Martel’s genius.” “Feudal institutions, the knightly class, and chivalric culture” were born
from “the new military technology of the eighth century.”5Recent scholarship has favored a more
complex picture of the origins of knights, medieval nobility, and feudalism. Most historians now
do not believe that knights originated in the eighth century, or that they were the founders of
either the medieval nobility or feudalism. The consensus is rather that there was a genuine
nobility of blood and birth in the time of Charlemagne and his successors, that it was indeed
enriched by the king’s grants of land and office, but that its origins lay not in a class of mounted
warriors recently raised from obscurity but in the old Frankish aristocracy. This Carolingian
nobility, with continuing transfusions of new blood including that of knights, was the source of the
nobility of the High Middle Ages.6 Pedigrees are difficult to trace (and not only before the “crucial
turning-point of the year 800” but in most cases before the year 1000) not because the families
were parvenu, but because the concept of family in the ninth and tenth centuries differed from
that of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.7 “The noble kins of the Carolingian and post-
Carolingian world,” writes a modern authority on early medieval sociology, “…present to the
historian an oddly horizontal rather than vertical aspect, very different from the later dynasties of
counts, castellans, and, by the twelfth century, even knights….”8 Patronymics—family names—
had not yet appeared. Families were not the monolithic arrangements of the later age when
feudalism was at its height. Much of the land in Europe in the tenth century was still held not by
the conditional terms of feudal tenure but unconditionally as “allods,” land that could be sold or
bestowed freely as the owner chose. On his death, the land was commonly divided equally
among his heirs. Primogeniture, with principal family property passing from father to eldest son,
or any variant form of undivided inheritance, was not yet the rule.CAROLINGIAN WARRIORS,
FROM A NINTH-CENTURY IVORY PLAQUE, WEAR CONICAL HELMETS AND CARRY
ROUND SHIELDS. (LOUVRE)In this new picture, feudalism did not emerge suddenly out of the
military needs of Charles Martel, but grew slowly out of the confluence of Germanic and Roman
social institutions, with strong influence from a third source, the Christian Church.9 The personal
association of lord and vassal has been found to have roots in both Germanic and Roman
society. An ancient German custom was the comitatus, the association of a young warrior with
an older one, in which the young man pledged loyalty and service in return for maintenance by
the older. A similar Roman custom provided patronage, protection, and support of a client in
return for his allegiance. Still another form of mutual association was the Franks’ practice of
commendation, in which a freeman voluntarily bound himself to a lord, giving up his freedom
and pledging his fealty while placing himself under the lord’s protection.The other great basic of
feudalism, the conditional grant of land, had its origin in the Church. Forbidden to sell its lands,
the Church invented the benefice (favor) or precarium (response to prayers), allowing a layman



use of Church land without giving him title to it.Feudalism was in essence the association
between lord and armed followers supported by the conditional gift of land. Although its origins
can be traced to the early Middle Ages, not until the thirteenth century did it reach maturity, and
in some regions, notably Italy, it never became the dominant system. By the thirteenth century
the most feudalized areas of Europe—northern France, the Low Countries, England, and
Germany—no longer recognized the existence of allodial land, land owned outright. All lands
were regarded as fiefs. In southern France and Spain, on the other hand, allodial property never
completely disappeared, while in Italy the allod remained the principal form of land tenure
throughout the Middle Ages.The military revolution, too, seems to have been gradual, though in
light of the long Greek-Roman standstill in weapons technology its changes were dramatic.10
The Roman soldier fought on foot, with short sword, protected by a shield and a few pieces of
light armor. The knight of the High Middle Ages fought on horseback, completely sheathed in
heavy armor, carrying a long sword and heavy lance. With the lance gripped under his arm, his
body secured to his horse by saddle and stirrups, he could deliver his blow with the mass and
strength of the horse united to his own, creating the sometimes overrated but nonetheless
effective technique of shock combat.BRONZE EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF CHARLEMAGNE,
NINTH CENTURY. NOTE THE ABSENCE OF STIRRUPS. (LOUVRE)The technical innovations
embodied by the knight, including the nailed horseshoe and the stirrup, can be traced all the way
back to the central Asian nomads who invaded the Near East and Balkans at the beginning of
the Middle Ages. The first documented evidence of the stirrup is from North Korea in the fifth
century A.D. The Avars, originally from Mongolia, seem to have brought the stirrup when they
established themselves in the 550s in what became Hungary. From the Avars the device passed
to the Byzantines, then to the Arabs.11 The first pictorial evidence of the stirrup in western
Europe dates only from the ninth century, but archeological evidence shows that it was known at
least a century earlier. Whether Charles Martel’s “genius” was responsible for adopting it cannot
be proved or disproved, but what emerges from the mass of literary, archeological, and pictorial
evidence is first, that the stirrup was probably not widely used till long after its initial arrival in
Europe, and second, that mounted shock combat was not a decisive element in the campaigns
of Charles Martel and his immediate successors, or indeed for some time afterward. Even as
late as the Battle of Hastings (1066), it was apparently not the rule. David C. Douglas, the
authority on William the Conqueror, describes the battle as offering no evidence of “the ‘classic’
use of cavalry—that is to say a massed charge of heavily armed horsemen, riding knee-to-knee,
using their mounts to overwhelm their opponents, and then attacking with lances and swords.”12
The famous Bayeux Tapestry, executed in England a few years after the battle, shows the
Normans equipped with stirrups but carrying light lances which, like the spears or javelins of the
infantry, are thrown at the enemy rather than driven by the force of the horse. That decisive
changes took place in military technology between the eighth and the twelfth centuries is
beyond question, but perhaps it is more appropriate to describe them as evolutionary than as
revolutionary.THE NORMAN ATTACK AT HASTINGS. SPEARS ARE THROWN RATHER THAN



USED AS LANCES IN SHOCK COMBAT. (BAYEUX TAPESTRY, PHAIDON PRESS)The
medieval knight can thus be seen emerging from the cavalry of Carolingian times, his status
changing with innovations in military technique and the feudalization of Europe. A final element
came in the Christian Church’s attempts first to restrain and then to harness his violent
behavior.The knightly title miles began to appear in France during the disorders of the tenth
century;13 whether these knights had their origins as free peasants or as descendants of lesser
nobility seems to vary with the region. In status they occupied the lowest echelon of the upper
class, and the scholarly consensus is that they were not yet considered noble. Their land
holdings were small; as late as the period of the Domesday Book (1086), after the Normans had
brought feudalism and knighthood to England, a knight’s normal fief placed him “only just above
most well-to-do peasants.”14 The very name that the Anglo-Saxons gave the Norman miles after
the Conquest signaled his minor status: cniht, a man of modest standing who rendered military
service to a lord, heretofore as a foot soldier.In Germany, where royal authority remained strong
and feudalism was slow to develop, the early history of knighthood followed a different course.
The place occupied by free men in France, as territorial administrators, household officials, and
knights, was filled in Germany by a hereditary group of servile retainers called ministerials. They
could not marry without the lord’s consent, were subject to the same taxes as serfs, could not
plead their cases in public courts, could not acquire or sell property without the lord’s consent,
and could even be bought and sold. This “servile aristocracy,” which German kings and princes
employed to counterbalance the power of the nobles, gradually acquired fiefs and vassals of
their own and finally freedom, merging into the lower nobility to form the Ritterstand (knight
class). Some of the descendants of ministerials eventually became members of the high nobility,
while others distinguished themselves in politics, literature, and intellectual life.15Little is known
about the life-style, training, and rituals of the early knights, in either France or Germany.
Probably they underwent a term of apprenticeship and on coming of age were presented with
sword and spurs. If there was a formal ceremony, the Church took no part in it.The transitional
state of the knight in the tenth century has been illuminated by the researches of French scholar
Georges Duby in the region of Mâcon, in central France. There much of the knight’s land was still
allodial, that is, free of feudal obligation. He lived on his demesne, in a walled “curia” that
consisted of dwelling house, servants’ quarters, barns, storage buildings, dairy, dovecote,
bakehouse, pigsty, byre, and sometimes a chapel, often arranged in a square around a central
yard where straw and hay were stacked. Nearby were the houses of the peasants, who paid him
a small rent and owed him labor services, mainly at planting and harvest times. The activities
involved in the agricultural production that provided most of his livelihood were carried on by
serfs, who doubled as domestic servants, and who enabled him to be absent for extended
periods without loss of income. At intervals the knight served a tour of duty in the local castle,
built in the ninth and tenth centuries as part of the public defense system against Viking and
Saracen raiders, under the orders of a castellan whose office had become hereditary.16 A few
castles were of masonry, usually small rectangular stone towers. Most were timber-and-



earthwork constructions of the motte-and-bailey pattern, with moats and palisade walls girdling a
mound topped with a wooden tower. A neighboring courtyard usually contained the lord’s—
castellan’s—residence and barracks for the garrison knights.17The knight’s armor in this early
period, and for a long time after, consisted exclusively of a helmet and hauberk or body armor.
The helmet was solid iron, conical or round. The hauberk was of chain mail, fabricated
principally by a time-consuming hand process in which wire was wound around a rod in a helical
coil and then cut entirely down one side of the rod, producing a number of open rings. The two
ends of each ring were annealed and hammered flat, and the hauberk, in form a shirt or coat,
was fashioned by linking the rings and closing them by overlapping and riveting the flattened
ends. The length and style of the hauberk varied. In the Bayeux Tapestry hauberks are long,
reaching to the knees, divided front and back for riding, and with wide sleeves. An opening at the
throat was laced tight, and close-fitting mail coifs, or hoods, worn under the helmet, helped to
protect neck and chin, but the nose and eyes were at first left exposed. The “nasal,” a bar
protecting the face, was added to some helmets in the eleventh century and became common in
the twelfth. Simultaneously, mail leggings made their appearance: in the Bayeux Tapestry the
Norman leaders wear them.On his left side the tenth-century knight carried a long shield made
of wood covered with leather, vertically concave toward his body, rounded at the top and pointed
at the bottom. The shield hung from a strap around his neck and was gripped in his left hand by
a shorter strap. On his right side, a broad-bladed sword in a scabbard of wood covered with
leather was belted to his waist. He might also carry an axe with a fan-shaped blade and a light
lance with a leaf-shaped head. His spurs were of goad form, with a single sharp
point.18ELEVENTH-CENTURY KNIGHTS CARRYING SPEARS AND KITE-SHAPED SHIELDS
WITH ROUNDED TOPS. (VIE DE ST. AUBIN, BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE, MS. NOUV, ACQ.
LAT. 1390, F. 7V)HAUBERKS, HELMETS, AND SWORDS ARE LOADED ON NORMAN SHIPS
FOR THE INVASION OF ENGLAND. CHAIN MAIL IS SCHEMATICALLY DEPICTED IN
HAUBERKS WITH DIVIDED SKIRTS. (BAYEUX TAPESTRY, PHAIDON PRESS)In his person,
the real-life knight of the tenth century had little in common with the courtly heroes of the Round
Table. Ignorant and unlettered, rough in speech and manners, he earned his living largely by
violence, uncontrolled by a public justice that had virtually disappeared. Civil disputes and
criminal cases alike had ceased to be adjudicated by the enfeebled royal power and instead
were settled by the sword. The unarmed segment of the population, the Church and the
peasants, were victims or bystanders. In the words of Georges Duby, “Moral obligations and the
persuasion of their peers were all that could impose a limit to [the knights’] violence and
greed.”19The prevailing anarchy stimulated remedial action. This came from the Church in a
development that had profound effects on the knights and on the medieval nobility. Two related
movements were launched in the tenth and eleventh centuries: the “Peace of God” and the
“Truce of God.” These two great innovations presaged the powerful assertion of Church authority
summarized by historians as Gregorian reform, paving the way for the mighty movement known
as the First Crusade.20The Church’s motivation in initiating the Peace and Truce of God had two



aspects. First, there was self-interest, mainly the defense of its own property and personnel and
of the peasants and merchants whose tithes, rents, and services provided part of its income.
Political self-interest also came into play, as when in 994 and 1025 the bishops of Mâcon,
Chalon, and Autun convened peace councils at Anse, on the Saône, to prevent Count Otto-
Guillaume of Mâcon from asserting authority in Church territory, particularly that of the great
abbey of Cluny. The councils at Anse were instigated by the count’s secular rivals, King Robert
the Pious of France and the count of Chalon. The Church lent its support because it hoped to
free itself from the count’s power and indeed from lay control in general.21Self-interest, then,
was one aspect of the Church’s peace offensive. A second was idealism. The Church believed in
peace as an absolute good, one that favored order, justice, and the indivisibility of Christianity.
“How fair is the name of the peace and how beautiful is the repute of the unity which Christ left to
his disciples when he ascended into heaven,” began the preamble to the canons set forth by one
of the councils.22In the Peace of God, the Church’s peacemaking efforts were directed toward
protecting certain classes at all times, in the later Truce of God, toward protecting all classes at
certain times. Both movements sought only to limit and contain the knights’ violent
proclivities.The Peace of God was first pronounced in 989 at a council of bishops at the abbey of
Charroux, in Aquitaine. Spiritual sanctions were threatened against anyone who plundered or
violated a church, struck an unarmed member of the clergy, or robbed “a peasant or other poor
man.” The prohibition was later extended to attacking other unarmed laymen—specifically
merchants—and to destroying mills or vineyards and attacking a man on his way to or from
church.23To implement the Peace of God, local councils assembled nobility, knights, and
peasants in the open fields. There, in an atmosphere of evangelical enthusiasm, oaths to keep
the peace were sworn on saints’ relics. To underline the sacred character of the occasion,
miracles of healing were performed.24 Chronicler Ralph Glaber describes such a council at
which those present “were inflamed with such ardor that…with outspread palms and with one
voice [they] cried to God, ‘Peace, peace, peace!’ that this might be a sign of perpetual covenant
for that which they had promised between themselves and God.”25 Another chronicler, Adhémar
of Chabannes, described a Peace Council held at Limoges in 994 at the behest of the abbot of
the monastery of St. Martial. After a three-day fast, the assembly met in the open air on a hill
outside the city. “The bodies and relics of the saints were solemnly conveyed there from all parts,
while the body of St. Martial, the patron of Gaul, was borne from its sepulchre, so that everyone
was filled with immeasurable joy. All sickness everywhere ceased, and the duke [of Aquitaine]
and the nobles [principes] concluded a mutual pact of peace and justice.”26 Violators of the
peace oath were threatened with excommunication.Early in the eleventh century the second
movement emerged. The Truce of God was less broadly evangelical, more focused on the
knights and nobility. With respect to their favorite occupation, fighting, an ascetic discipline was
imposed. Like penitents required to fast on certain days, knights were made to forgo the
pleasure of war on Sundays and holy days and to refrain from acts of violence at any time in
churches and in certain areas around churches. When the list of truce days had gained at least a



degree of acceptance, it was slowly lengthened till it included Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, all
the saints’ days, and all of Advent and Lent.27In 1041 a Peace Council at Toulouges, in southern
France, spelled out rules combining the chief elements of both the Peace and the Truce
movements:No man may commit an act of violence in a church, or in the space which surrounds
it and which is covered by its privileges, or in the burying-ground, or in the dwelling-houses
which are, or may be, within thirty paces of it…. Furthermore, it is forbidden that anyone attack
the clergy, who do not bear arms…or do them any wrong; likewise it is forbidden to despoil or
pillage the communities of canons, monks, and religious persons…. Let no one burn or destroy
the dwellings of the peasants and the clergy, the dovecotes and the granaries. Let no man dare
to kill, to beat, or to wound a peasant or serf, or the wife of either, or to seize them and carry
them off…. The bishops…have solemnly confirmed the Truce of God, which has been enjoined
upon all Christians, from the setting of the sun of the fourth day of the week, that is to say,
Wednesday, until the rising of the sun on Monday, the second day….28How much the Church’s
sanctions actually affected the warriors’ behavior is conjectural, but their impact on knightly
psychology and hence on the institution of knighthood was significant. The collective oaths
helped to create a class consciousness that included acknowledgment of a personal
responsibility to the Church and to the unarmed population. From prohibiting attacks on the
clergy and the poor, the Church next advanced to prescribing a knightly mission as active
protector of both. A council in Narbonne in 1054 expanded the terms of the Truce of God in
these words: “Let no Christian kill another Christian, for there is no doubt that he who kills a
Christian spills the blood of Christ.”29 This startling assertion, which few knights could accept
literally, carried an implication with enormous potential consequence: the knight was justified in
exercising his profession of war only if he did it against the enemies of Christ.The Church had
already moved toward sanctifying the knight with formulas for blessing his sword that had begun
to appear in the tenth century and became common in the eleventh. Shortly after 1070 the
ceremony of knightly investiture known as “dubbing,” usually in a church, is first mentioned in
French sources.30 With this ritual of initiation the Church adopted knighthood, just as it had
many other lay institutions, such as pagan holidays and sanctuaries.The Church had first
confronted the knights and imposed limits to their depredations. It had then prescribed an
ascetic discipline for them as a group, while persuading them that they were at heart good and
honorable and deserving of its blessing. Logically, it remained only to enlist their services for the
Church’s own purposes. From the Council of Narbonne to that of Clermont and the concept of
the knight as the “soldier of Christ,” the holy Crusader, was the final step.3Knights of the First
CrusadeDO YOU KNOW WHAT GOD HAS PROMISED THOSE WHO TAKE THE CROSS?BY
GOD! HE HAS PROMISED TO REWARD THEM WELL! PARADISE FOR EVERMORE.—Early
twelfth-century Crusading songLET NONE OF YOUR POSSESSIONS DETAIN YOU, NO
SOLICITUDE FOR YOUR FAMILY AFFAIRS, SINCE THIS LAND WHICH YOU INHABIT, SHUT
IN ON ALL SIDES BY THE SEAS AND SURROUNDED BY MOUNTAIN PEAKS, IS TOO
NARROW FOR YOUR LARGE POPULATION; NOR DOES IT ABOUND IN WEALTH; AND IT



FURNISHES SCARCELY FOOD ENOUGH FOR ITS CULTIVATORS. HENCE IT IS THAT YOU
MURDER ONE ANOTHER, THAT YOU WAGE WAR, AND THAT FREQUENTLY YOU PERISH
BY MUTUAL WOUNDS. LET THEREFORE HATRED DEPART FROM AMONG YOU, LET
YOUR QUARRELS END, LET WARS CEASE, AND LET ALL DISSENSIONS AND
CONTROVERSIES SLUMBER. ENTER UPON THE ROAD TO THE HOLY SEPULCHRE;
WREST THAT LAND FROM THE WICKED RACE, AND SUBJECT IT TO YOURSELVES. THAT
LAND WHICH AS THE SCRIPTURE SAYS “FLOWETH WITH MILK AND HONEY” WAS GIVEN
BY GOD INTO THE POSSESSION OF THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL.JERUSALEM IS THE
NAVEL OF THE WORLD; THE LAND IS FRUITFUL ABOVE OTHERS, LIKE ANOTHER
PARADISE OF DELIGHTS.—Urban II at Clermont, according to theHistoria Hierosolymitana
(History of Jerusalem), by Robert the MonkON NOVEMBER 27, 1095, Pope Urban II preached
the First Crusade at Clermont, in central France, in an open field outside town, in a scene
reminiscent of the Peace of God councils. Chroniclers report that the vast crowd wept and
applauded by stamping on the ground,1 their enthusiasm culminating in a great cry of “God wills
it!”2 Adhémar, bishop of Le Puy, who later became the pope’s legate, a churchman of noble
origin who had been trained as a knight, came forward, knelt, and took the vow to go to
Jerusalem. The pope gave him his blessing and named him leader of the Crusade.3 Urban then
“instituted a sign well suited to so honorable a profession by making the figure of the Cross…the
emblem of the soldiery…of God. This…he ordered to be sewed upon the shirts, cloaks, and
tunics of those who were about to go.”4 Nobles and knights then followed Adhémar’s example,
kneeling to take the vow.During the eight subsequent months that Urban toured France
preaching the Crusade, thousands of knights enlisted under the banners of great regional
princes such as Count Raymond of Toulouse, Count Hugh of Vermandois (brother of the king),
Count Godfrey of Bouillon, Count Robert of Flanders, Duke Robert of Normandy, and
Bohemund d’Hauteville, the Norman lord of Taranto in southern Italy. Five knightly armies took
the field, setting out in 1096 by land and sea for Constantinople, their base of operations for the
offensive against the Saracens.5The knights came from France and neighboring lands:
Lorrainers, Normans, Flemings, Burgundians, northern French, southern French, Germans,
Italians. Their condition varied from region to region as to social standing, life-style, and the
degree to which they were involved in a feudal hierarchy, but all had been affected by changes
that had taken place since the year 1000 in knights’ status, in the laws of inheritance, and in the
philosophical concept of knighthood. These changes, in fact, combined to supply much of the
motivation for the Crusade.THE FIRST CRUSADEContemporary chronicles focus on the
princely leaders, leaving the knights almost anonymous. Many names and bits of information
about their lives, however, are preserved in local documentary records. Those of central France,
which supplied the single largest contingent of Crusaders, have been the subject of the study by
Georges Duby mentioned in the second chapter. Duby’s research, mainly in the records of the
great abbey of Cluny, provides information about some of the men who fought in the First
Crusade: their numbers, place in the social scale, marriage and inheritance customs, feudal



relationships and obligations, and way of life. From other sources, information can be gleaned
about their training, armor and weapons, and how they supported themselves. Among the
knights described by Duby are the Le Hongre brothers, whose family lands lay west of Tournus,
and who were vassals of the Gros family, lords of the neighboring castle of Uxelles.In many ways
the Hongres were typical of the contemporary knightly family. Of five sons, two had become
monks, two responded to the preaching of the Crusade and went off to the Holy Land, never to
return, the fifth, Humbert, became sole heir of the family estate.6 Behind the varying fates of the
Le Hongre men lay the series of gradual but drastic social, economic, and legal transformations
in the situation of knights that had taken place in the course of the eleventh century, by more
than coincidence in time for the Crusade.On the one hand, as a result of the Peace of God
movement and the Christianizing of knighthood, the title of knight had acquired a prestige that
made even great lords proud to assume it, a prestige that gave a new cohesion to the two-tiered
upper class. The lords, or castellans, a very small group of families of ancient wealth and nobility,
exercised independent control over large districts, with the power to command and punish, tax,
try, and exact military service. The knights were small landholders, subject to vassal obligations
but exempt from the castellans’ other powers, and with powers of their own within their restricted
territories. Simple knights might marry the daughters or sisters of castellans; castellans chose
their own and their sons’ wives from their own rank. Nevertheless, the two groups felt a powerful
class solidarity as members of the military elite, segregated from the rest of the population by
their profession of arms and united by the ceremony of knighting and the title of knight.But at the
very time they were rising in the social scale, the knights were undergoing a catastrophic
economic squeeze which brought about changes in family structure and inheritance customs
that in turn profoundly affected the institution of knighthood. The ancient custom of dividing the
inheritance equally among sons and daughters had diminished land holdings to the point where
many heirs were reduced to poverty and peasant status.7 A general European agricultural crisis
around the year 1000 may have aggravated the problem.8 The mechanism by which the historic
change was brought about is not known, but by the end of the eleventh century the system of
partition of estates had been supplanted nearly everywhere by that of undivided inheritance.9In
many areas this took the form of primogeniture, inheritance by the eldest son. In the region
where the Hongres lived, the commonest form was the frérèche or fraternitas (brotherhood), in
which the estate was owned intact by all the male relatives but administered by a single heir (not
necessarily the eldest).10 In either form of undivided inheritance, marriage and the founding of a
household was limited to one or at most two sons. Where primogeniture was the rule, younger
sons had to leave home to find a livelihood either in the Church or by the sword. In the area
where the Hongres lived, they might remain at home but were subject to the supervision of the
head of the family, who alone became truly an adult (senior). The younger sons were perpetual
“bachelors,” “youths” (juvenes), and they had to leave home, if not to seek a livelihood, at least to
seek fortune and freedom.In the early eleventh century, knighthood still constituted an open
class. Anyone could belong who could afford a warhorse, armor, equipment, and peasants to



work his lands in his absence. But the caste was scarcely threatened from below. The great
medieval commercial revival, though already under way, had as yet enriched few merchants or
peasants. On the contrary, in at least some areas, the knightly class was subject to losses, as
impoverished members could no longer afford to equip themselves. In the first decades of the
eleventh century, Duby found, the number of knights in the Mâcon region declined. One district,
Merzé, had seven knights in the year 1000; one died without heirs, and two did not leave
sufficient inheritance for their sons to maintain the rank; by the time of the First Crusade,
descendants of these two knights were peasants, serving as stewards for a castellan who held
land in their village. Only four knightly families were left, and no new ones rose from the
peasantry or the bourgeoisie to replace those that had been lost.11VASSAL SWEARS
FIDELITY TO HIS LORD. (BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE ALBERT IER, BRUSSELS, MS. 9252, F.
LV)This demographic erosion of the knightly class, which in some regions actually threatened it
with extinction, was counteracted in the course of the century by certain other changes. The
knights’ financial basis was strengthened by the general economic upturn and the new family
customs with respect to succession. The title miles became more widely applied and was now
attached to a surname, usually the name of the principal family estate. As family solidarity
strengthened and individualistic ownership declined, knightly status began to be regarded as
hereditary. After 1050 knighthood was commonly handed down from father to son; what had
been a rank became a hereditary caste, closed to new members and locking in the old ones. In
short, it became an “order,” whose qualifications for membership were those of birth; neither
peasant nor merchant could gain entrance, no matter how rich they might be.12As knighthood
became hereditary, the upper class grew more and more feudalized. In England following the
Norman Conquest a symmetrical pyramid of vassalage was established, with the king at the top,
the great barons under him, then the lesser lords, and finally the knights. In central France the
feudal system was less neatly organized and showed a weaker sense of hierarchy. Where in
Norman England feudal tenure was the dominant form of landholding, in central France it was
not. The allod still prevailed, and land in feudal tenure made up only a small part of each knight’s
or castellan’s holding.HOMAGE: THE VASSAL PLACES HIS HANDS BETWEEN HIS LORD’S
AND KISSES HIM AT THE CLOSE OF THE CEREMONY. (BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE ALBERT
IER, BRUSSELS, MS. 5, F. 285V)A crisscrossing network of homages had grown up among the
castellans, but as a rule these merely guaranteed friendly relations and mutual security rather
than establishing domination and subordination. Sometimes a castellan held a piece of land far
from his own castle and therefore hard to defend or exploit. By conceding it as a fief to a lord
who lived nearer, he created a bond of friendship while freeing himself from an administrative
problem. Vassalage also connected the knights with the castellans, with the great ecclesiastical
establishments, and with one another. In the region of Mâcon, by the time of the First Crusade,
all the knights in the neighborhood of a castle were vassals of the castellan; those in the
neighborhood of a great sanctuary such as the abbey of Cluny were vassals of the abbot.
Knights were also often vassals of other knights.13Humbert Le Hongre owned allodial lands



near Chapaize and held a fief of Landry Gros, lord of the castle of Uxelles.14 Landry’s father had
given the Hongres this fief, taken from land that the abbots of Cluny claimed he had illegally
seized from them, and which therefore had dubious title.15 Humbert, like his father before him,
swore fidelity to the castellan; he promised gratitude and friendship and pledged not to do him
any injury. In addition Humbert acknowledged the obligations of “aid and counsel” toward the
lord of Uxelles. “Aid” included ost, or regular military services limited to forty days in a year, and
chevauchée, mounted service on a shorter expedition or as an escort. Humbert also mounted
castle guard in the garrison of Uxelles for specified periods every year. All these forms of service
dated back two or three centuries, but where they had once been “public” duties, in the service
of the king, they had long since become “private,” in the service of a local lord.The obligation of
“counsel” required Humbert to attend the lord’s court, advise on policy, take part in proceedings
of justice, witness legal documents, and on occasion serve as hostage for the lord. In return, the
lord undertook to respect Humbert’s rights, to defend them when they were threatened by
others, and to lend his influence on Humbert’s behalf when necessary.16Between two
castellans, though a technical relation of lord and vassal might exist, it was never one of
domination and dependence. Between a castellan and a knight, it was: the knight was legally
and socially inferior. Yet his subordination at that time and place was typically moderate. Usually
he still owned some land outright and did not depend on land granted by the lord. In frontier
zones, lords often competed for knights’ vassalage, offering greater advantages for lighter
obligations.17 Finally, most knights held fiefs from more than one lord. Besides his principal lord,
the castellan of Uxelles, Humbert Le Hongre held a fief of the abbot of Cluny and one of the
castellan of Bourbon-Lancy, 100 kilometers distant.18 A vassal so situated was not severely
subject to a lord; he could not be constrained to obey a command he considered
unreasonable.At the time of the First Crusade, knights’ fiefs were typically a few acres of field or
vineyard, or a single mansus (land sufficient to support a household). Often a fief was not land,
but a church, a mill, rents, or a portion of tithes or taxes. These two could be subinfeudated, or
regranted to other knights, often at several removes. In 1080 the count of Chalon was the
eminent possessor of a church granted in fief to the castellan Lébaud de Digoine, who in turn
had granted it to his vassal Hugues Lébaud, who had granted it to Seguin Rongefer, who had
granted it to Josseran de Fautrières. Humbert Le Hongre held jointly with a neighboring knight
three small parcels of land in fief from the lords of Bourbon-Lancy. Humbert and his neighbor in
turn conceded them to two other knights, so that three small pieces of land were responsible for
tying together six men in feudal arrangements.19The knight of the eleventh century remained a
country gentleman, sharing many of the interests and concerns of the peasants and closely
associated with them, but from time to time escaping his agricultural pursuits to hunt, to mount
castle guard, to attend the lord’s assemblages, to go on pilgrimage, to accompany the lord on a
journey, and above all to exercise the military profession that defined his position in society. He
did not work his own lands. He might direct their exploitation if he did not employ a steward, and
perhaps on rare occasions he might take part in harvest or haymaking, but he did not work with



his hands. He was not a laborer; the drudgery of life he left to household servants, plowmen,
herdsmen. His house at the center of the village was no castle, but a larger, better-constructed,
and better-furnished version of those of the peasants, surrounded by outbuildings for the
animals and storage of grain and wine. His prosperity depended not on his lord but on the
weather and the harvest.The knights of a single castle district formed a sort of extended family,
linked to one another by professional solidarity and to the castellan by vassal relationships.
Many had lived together for periods in the castle as boys while they underwent preparation for
knighthood. During their periodic service of castle guard and when war threatened, they again
lived together in the castle. At intervals they assembled for the lord’s council and justice.
Furthermore, they were nearly all kin, close or distant. Constrained after the year 1000 to marry
within their own class, they usually married in their local neighborhood outside certain degrees
of relationship. They also shared an ancestral bond as descendants of the ancient
nobility.20Though the decline in the knightly population had been arrested, their numbers
remained small. Duby was able to identify at the time of the First Crusade only 98 knightly
families in the Mâconnais region, unevenly distributed in 150 parishes. Some villages counted
several knights; others had none. They were sparse in areas under Church domain, and more
numerous in forest regions where land had been reclaimed for cultivation.21 The contemporary
chronicles of the great eleventh-century expeditions vastly exaggerate the numbers of knights,
claiming 100,000 for the First Crusade and 50,000 in William the Conqueror’s army. In fact,
these two armies, including both knights and foot soldiers, probably numbered about 30,000
and 7,000 respectively.22 On the eleventh- or twelfth-century battlefield, a few hundred knights
represented a very considerable force.The apprentice knight typically underwent training in the
company of other boys in the household of his father’s lord. Evidence of the existence of a
dubbing ceremony is manifested in France in the last quarter of the century. In the German
Empire dubbing did not appear until a century later, and then it was limited to the sons of royalty.
In France it seems to have been practiced at all social levels, from the sons of kings and counts
to the sons of castellans and of ordinary knights. Basically it consisted of the arming of the new
knight, particularly of girding on the sword, which was done by his lord or by a powerful relative,
though not necessarily by a person of superior rank. (A count might dub a future king.) The
sword was usually a gift to the new knight from his sponsor. Several references indicate that the
ceremony had taken on a religious character even at this early date; it was usually held on a
religious holiday and in the presence of a priest.23With respect to his armor and weapons, the
knight made only very gradual progress. Helmet, shield, and mail armor remained his defensive
equipment, lance and sword his weapons. Missile weapons were left to the foot soldiers. The
knight scorned the bow as beneath his dignity, probably more because of its low cost than for
the sometimes stated reason that fighting at a distance was cowardly (foot soldiers also fought
hand to hand). In any case, the bow would have been awkward if not impossible for the mounted
armored knight to use.24The cost of warhorse and armor continued to rise. The warhorse
—“destrier” or “charger”—bred for size and strength, might cost as much as fifty sous (shillings),



five times the price of a good cow. The knight typically required several for himself and his
squires. Armor was still more expensive; in 1080 the Le Hongre brothers’ lord, Landry Gros,
gave the abbey of Cluny a mansus in return for mail armor worth 100 sous. Armor and weapons
were an important part of a family’s patrimony.25The revenues of a knight’s lands were
supplemented by booty. In the incessant petty wars of western Europe, prizes were horses and
cattle, forage and food. In a great expedition such as the First Crusade, to this booty were
added, in the words of the chroniclers, “gold and silver, and many ornaments,”26 “houses filled
with goods of all kinds,”27 and “great riches.”28 The chronicler Raymond d’Aguilers wrote of the
capture of Antioch, “How great were the spoils…it is impossible for us to say, except that you
may believe as much as you wish and then add to it.”29 The valuables went to the knights; the
foot soldiers shared the provisions.30A more uniquely medieval source of knightly income was
ransom. A prisoner taken in battle or siege was held until his relatives raised the required sum,
whose size depended on his rank and soon became a source of pride. A captor had no need to
haggle over the ransom of a noble captive whose vanity was gratified by the high price exacted
from his dependents.Traditionally, the fief was regarded as payment for the knight’s services, or
conversely the service as rent paid for the land.31 But already in the eleventh century knights
received money payments for service, usually in times of crisis or special need. As early as 991
Fulk Nerra of Anjou, at war with the count of Brittany, had knightly mercenaries among his
troops.32 Although eleventh-century Normandy was far more feudalized than central France,
William the Conqueror in his English expedition had not only a large number of Flemish and
other mercenary knights but compensated his own Norman knights, his vassals, with “generous
provision.” After the Conquest he settled his knights on lands held in feudal tenure, but on later
occasions he again hired large numbers of knights for cash.33 William’s son William Rufus
“energetically emptied his father’s treasuries,” partly in paying mercenaries. “Knights fixed their
own rate of pay,” complained chronicler William of Malmesbury.34 William Rufus was described
as “a wonderful merchant and paymaster of knights.”35 In the twelfth century knight hire became
increasingly common.*Irrespective of the form of his compensation, the medieval knight relished
war for its own sake. In company with his peers, with the promise of booty to be won, he rode to
battle exactly as to a tournament, which in the eleventh century, at least for the knights, it much
resembled.War was both profession and sport. The small private wars seldom involved anything
that amounted to political significance. They were fought over a right that had been violated or a
piece of land that had been usurped, or in order to violate a right or to usurp a piece of land. The
national state did not exist. Patriotism had not yet been invented. In its absence the only large,
transcendent cause for which Europeans could fight was the Christian religion. The idea of
fighting in the name of God was introduced by a number of eleventh-century wars against the
Muslims, especially the wars of the Reconquest in Spain. A powerful and radical pope, Gregory
VII, gave the idea of holy war the impetus that made possible the Crusades.36Gregory, famous
for his “Gregorian Reform” of the Church, and his investiture struggle with German Emperor
Henry IV, promoted a revolutionary theory of the relationship of the laity to the Church that



proved to be of foremost importance to the knightly class. Building on the Peace of God and
Truce of God movements, Gregory boldly carried the Church’s intervention in worldly affairs a
long step further. The interests of the Church took precedence over all others, according to
Gregory. The role of the laity, and of the knights in particular, was to serve those interests, both in
secular politics and elsewhere. In case of conflict, a knight’s loyalty to the Church superseded
his loyalty to his lord and even canceled his oath. Cleverly adopting feudal vocabulary, Gregory
declared that knights were “the vassals of St. Peter.”Conservatives among the feudal nobility and
clergy reacted strongly. In their eyes the pope’s concerns should be limited to matters of faith.
Gregory’s pretensions threatened to reduce kings to the status of “village bailiffs,” wrote one
conservative churchman.38 Another protested, “Hitherto, knights were bound by the covenant of
the oath. They were shocked by injuries to their lord and avenged his wrongs; they protected his
power, defended his dignity and remained vigilant for the sake of their own salvation; and it
seemed equal to sacrilege if they rebelled against their vassal-duty. Now…knights are armed
against their lords…right and wrong are confounded, sanctity of the oath is violated.”39Gregory
demanded obedience from temporal rulers in worldly as well as spiritual matters, and to exact it
he was prepared to resort to armed force. The laymen who would fight the pope’s battles were
milites Christi, knights of Christ. For centuries the Church had stood strictly for peace, in the
tradition of St. Martin of Tours: “I am the soldier of Christ; I am not permitted to fight.” Gregory
discarded this pacifist ideology in favor of the “theory of the two swords”: the pope, a
representative of St. Peter, held two weapons, a spiritual blade to be drawn by his own hand,
and a secular one to be drawn at his command by nobles and knights.Gregory did not rely
merely on theological reasoning to persuade. He added a powerful inducement: service as a
“soldier of Christ” would be paid by total remission of sins. A knight, he said, could hardly hold
secular lords dearer than the pope, “for they confer what is but wretched and transitory,” that is,
land and booty, while the pope promised “eternal blessings, absolving [the knights] from all sins.”
Those who fought for Gregory against Henry IV would win “[St. Peter’s] blessing in this life and in
the life to come.”40Gregory’s vision of the Christian soldier, who wins salvation by his sword,
provided the psychological and ideological motivation for the Crusade. Gregory’s successor and
protégé, Urban II, wielded the instrument forged by his predecessor with history-making effect.
In the “great stirring of the heart in all the Frankish lands”41 that he set in motion, the knights
enthusiastically accepted the role of “the army of the Lord” fighting against “God’s enemies and
ours.”42In fact, the success of Urban’s appeal far outran his own expectations. He may have
intended no more than the enlistment of a modest army to aid Byzantine emperor Alexius
Comnenus, who had appealed for help against the Turks. From the varying reports of his
sermon, all written at second hand, it is not certain that Urban even mentioned Jerusalem, but
the holy city was seized on by popular imagination as at once a more definite and a more
inspiring goal than the mere succor of persecuted Christians and churches in Asia Minor. The
Jerusalem the Crusaders pictured was the celestial city of the Book of Revelations, with gates of
pearl, walls studded with precious stones, and streets paved with gold, with “no need of the sun,



neither of the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God did lighten it,”43 where the water of life
flowed and the tree of life bore leaves “for the healing of the nations.”44The magical attraction of
the idea of Jerusalem was reinforced by economic and social motivations. The prospect of
acquisition of land was inviting for younger sons excluded from inheritance by primogeniture. To
land, booty, and adventure was added for many like the Hongres the chance to escape from the
tutelage of the head of the family. Yet the main appeal was undoubtedly religious. “Let those who
have hitherto been robbers now become soldiers,” Urban proposed, according to one version of
his address. “Let those who formerly contended against their brothers now fight as they ought,
against the barbarians…. On one side will be…the enemies of God, on the other his friends,”45
whose reward would be the remission of sins, in the novel form of the Crusading indulgence. The
value of the indulgence was heightened by the ambiguity of the existing penitential system,
which left Christians unsure that the penances they did were equal to their sins. Although the
intricate theology of the indulgence was not yet worked out, it was understood that the sinner
received absolution by an act of grace.The Crusade was closely connected with an older form of
penance popular with the knightly class: the pilgrimage. The Hongres’s lord, Bernard Gros, went
on pilgrimage to Rome in 1050 to atone for his land disputes with the abbey of Cluny.46 The
armed pilgrimage of the Crusade might be seen as a superior form in which a knight could win
total remission of his sins through skill and valor. Significantly, “pilgrimage” was the term by
which contemporaries referred to the Crusades, or alternatively “journey to the Holy Land,” or
“journey to Jerusalem.” The Latin term for “Crusade” did not appear until the thirteenth century,
the vernacular not until the eighteenth (along with “feudalism,” “Gothic,” and “Middle Ages”). The
custom of pilgrimage itself contributed to the Crusade, as pilgrims were easily convinced that it
was intolerable for the Holy Places to be in the hands of the infidels.The chronicler Fulcher of
Chartres described the departure of the Crusading knight: “Oh, how much grief there was! How
many sighs! How much sorrow! How much weeping among loved ones when the husband left
his wife so dear to him, as well as his children, father and mother, brothers and grandparents,
and possessions!…The wife reckoned the time of her husband’s return…. He commended her
to the Lord, kissed her, and promised as she wept that he would return. She, fearing that she
would never see him again, not able to hold up, fell senseless to the ground; mourning her living
husband as though he were dead. He, having compassion, it seemed, neither for the weeping of
his wife, nor…for the grief of…friends, and yet having it, for he secretly suffered severely…went
away with a determined mind. What, then, can we say? ‘This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous
in our eyes.’ ”47The knightly armies of the Crusade were preceded eastward by the ragtag
throng of the “People’s Crusade,” a bizarre product of Urban’s appeal quite unforeseen by him.
Inspired by two charismatic leaders, Peter the Hermit and Walter the Penniless (actually an
impoverished German knight), this horde made up of bands numbering some tens of thousands
(100,000, the chroniclers exaggerated), entirely out of the control of the Church or the princes,
made a calamitous march through central Europe and the Balkans to perish at the hands of the
Turks on the road to Nicaea in the fall of 1096.In sharp contrast to the disorganized march of the



rabble, the campaign of the knights was a model of efficiency. Its five armies, led by the great
regional princes of France, Flanders, and Norman Italy (no kings took part), arrived in Asia Minor
intact and in fighting trim, well-supplied through the able support of the Italian merchants and
mariners, who had their own interests in the venture. Three years of march, battle, and siege
were climaxed by the storming of Jerusalem on July 15, 1099.The success of this most
remarkable of medieval military operations reflects well not only on the Crusade’s leadership but
on the training, equipment, and morale of the individual knight who bore the hardships and
fought the battles. Despite his near anonymity, the knight is the central actor in the story. Without
repeating the well-known history of the Crusade, we may profitably examine his conduct in this
largest single event in the annals of knighthood.The factor that made a knight a Crusader was
the Crusading vow, introduced by Urban at Clermont. By it the knight swore to march to
Jerusalem and pray at the Holy Sepulchre. The cross sewn on his clothing was the public sign of
the commitment. Vow and cross gave the clergy a measure of control over enlistment, allowing
them to screen out those who were “unfit for bearing arms” and who would be “more of a
hindrance than an aid”48 The same two elements conferred a temporary ecclesiastical status on
the Crusader. With vow and cross, the Crusader acquired privileges similar to those enjoyed by
pilgrims. By becoming a kind of temporary cleric, he made himself subject to Church courts and
therefore exempt from lay jurisdiction. The Church promised to protect his lands and family
during his absence and granted him freedom from tolls and taxes, a moratorium on debts and
exemption from interest payments, and delay in the performance of vassal services or in judicial
proceedings.49Of the approximately 30,000 fighting men in the Crusade, perhaps 4,000 were
knights, the rest foot soldiers. An undetermined number of unarmed pilgrims, including women
and children, accompanied the troops. Modest compared with modern armies, the Crusading
army was nevertheless very large by medieval standards. To the local populations it looked
huge. The Armenian chronicler Matthew of Edessa likened the “formidable and immense throng”
to “locusts who cannot be counted or the sands of the sea which are beyond the mind’s
calculation.”50Organization and financing were improvised. Urban had named Bishop Adhémar
leader (dux) of the Crusade, and Adhémar, fighting in person at their side, lent unity to the five
armies, but he was in no sense a commanding general. There was no central command
structure, even after arrival in Syria. Each prince continued to lead his own troops. Under the
princes, lesser nobles, some with their own vassals, formed their corps, and parties of knights
from the same region banded together to elect their own leaders. In combat, the knight fought
essentially as an individual. He might seize the initiative, sometimes to the dismay of his leaders,
to lead a scaling party, signal for an advance, or impulsively begin a skirmish. The knights were
also capable of acting in concert; at Antioch they successfully pressed the leaders to continue
the march to Jerusalem.51Not surprisingly, strife was chronic among the leaders, who quarreled
from Constantinople to Jerusalem (should the city be a possession of the Church or be ruled by
one of them as a king?). But at critical moments they were able to resolve or overlook their
differences and come effectively to each other’s aid. Also noteworthy was the degree of



discipline that the normally unruly knights accepted.Both nobles and knights pledged or sold
their lands to outfit and provision themselves. Achard de Montmerle, scion of a castellan family
of the Mâcon region, mortgaged his patrimony to the abbey of Cluny to finance his
participation.52 Others sold their allodial lands outright, often to the Church. In a foreshadowing
of future policies, Robert Curthose pledged his duchy of Normandy for 10,000 silver marks
borrowed from his brother William Rufus, king of England, raised by William through a heavy tax
on his English subjects.53 There is no record of the fiscal arrangements of the Hongres in the
First Crusade, but in the following century their knightly descendants pledged and sold lands to
finance Crusading.54Most knights provided their own horses and equipment, as for normal
military expeditions. Two leaders, Bohemund d’Hauteville and his nephew Tancred, supplied
some of their knights’ equipment and horses,55 and Raymond of Toulouse set up a fund of 500
marks to replace losses, after which “our knights boldly attacked the enemy because those who
had worthless and worn-out horses knew they could replace their lost steeds with better
ones” (Raymond d’Aguilers).56 On the final march to Jerusalem, “our knights and more affluent
people” bought Arabian horses.57CRUSADERS FORAGING: LEFT, THEY CROSS THE
JORDAN WITH A STOLEN FLOCK OF SHEEP; RIGHT, GODFREY OF BOUILLON
SLAUGHTERS A CAMEL. (ROMAN DE GODEFROI DE BOUILLON, BIBLIOTHÉQUE
NATIONALE, MS. FR. 22495, F. 78)The knights’ armor was also normally their own. Crossing a
“damnable mountain” in the Anti-Taurus range in 1097 in the heat of summer and impeded by
their armor, the knights “stood about gloomily…trying to sell their shields, fine armor, and
helmets for three to five deniers, or whatever they could get….”58 Later they “undertook to buy
arms and fit and repair them.”59Transport and supplies were furnished at least in part by the
leaders. Throughout the long journey to Constantinople, the Crusaders sought market rights, the
opportunity to buy food. In the Balkans the count of Toulouse “bestowed many gifts upon the
king of the Slavs [probably Bodin, a local prince] so that the Crusaders could buy in peace and
look for the necessities of life.”60 When these were denied, they resorted to foraging; in other
words, looting. The anonymous knight who recorded the deeds of the followers of Bohemund
d’Hauteville and Tancred reported crossing the Balkans in “very rich country”: “We…stayed for
some days trying to buy provisions, but the inhabitants would sell us none…. So we seized oxen,
horses, and asses, and anything else we could find….”61Once they arrived in the Holy Land, the
Crusaders were supplied in part by sea—at Antioch first by a Genoese fleet that put in at nearby
Port Simeon, later by English pilgrim ships, and at Jerusalem by another Genoese fleet.
Raymond d’Aguilers praised the men “who dared to sail through the strange and vast surface of
the Mediterranean and the [Atlantic] Ocean out of love of Crusading. The English…set sail on
the Anglican Sea, and thus rounding the coast of Spain, bearing across the Ocean and
ploughing through the waves of the Mediterranean, after great trials arrived at Antioch and
Latakia in advance of our army. The English as well as the Genoese assured us commerce from
Cyprus and other islands…. Daily these ships sailed to and fro over the sea.”62Away from the
coast, the armies had to fend for themselves, which they did with fair success. The ripened



harvests, Fulcher of Chartres wrote, were “prepared for their subsistence by God,” though the
native population doubtless took a different view.63In military technology and technique, the
First Crusade produced few innovations.64 As in all medieval warfare, pitched battles played a
minor role. Two were fought against the Turkish chief Kilij Arslan, near Nicaea and at Dorylaeum.
The Crusaders also fought off sallies by the garrison of Antioch, repelled the relieving forces of
Ridvan and Kerbogha, and routed an Egyptian army at Ascalon to bring the Crusade to a
triumphant close. But sieges played the central role, with the Crusaders usually the besiegers,
always at a disadvantage against defenders behind high walls. Yet Nicaea, Antioch, and
Jerusalem were successively taken, the siege of Antioch occupying the entire winter and spring
of 1097–1098. Lesser sieges were conducted at Ma’arrat al-Nu’man southeast of Antioch and at
’Arqah near Tripoli.In the field, the Crusaders organized their troops in “battles,” successive
arrays of knights and foot soldiers that attacked in turn. In the fight against Kerbogha near
Antioch there were six “battles,” each a double line, with foot soldiers in the first, knights in the
second.65 The Turks, operating in large bands of light cavalry and relying on mounted archers,
preferred the fast strike and the surprise, ambushing and attacking convoys and detached
parties. At Dorylaeum they fell upon part of the Crusading army “with clashing of weapons and
shrieking” and “fiercely let loose a shower of arrows,” driving the Crusaders in flight. The timely
arrival of the rest of the army saved the day. “It is their custom to use such arms,” wrote Fulcher.
“They were all cavalry. We, on the other hand, were both infantry and cavalry.”66 Kerbogha’s
army at Antioch, without the advantage of surprise, was overpowered by the feudal array and
after a brief struggle, “when they realized the ensuing fight would be waged hand-to-hand with
swords rather than at a distance with arrows,” fled into the mountains.67CRUSADING KNIGHTS
MEET SARACENS, SOME OF WHOM ASK FOR BAPTISM, WHILE OTHERS CONTINUE TO
FIGHT. (LES CHRONIQUES DE FRANCE, BRITISH LIBRARY, MS. ROYAL 16G VI, F. 442)Yet
the Crusaders came to admire the enemy, whom Urban had called “that wicked race.” The
anonymous author of the Gesta Francorum, himself a knight, wrote after Dorylaeum, “What
man, however experienced and learned, would dare to write of the skill and prowess and
courage of the Turks…? They have a saying that they are of common stock with the Franks, and
that no men except the Franks and themselves are naturally born to be knights. This is true, and
nobody can deny it, that if only they had stood firm in the faith of Christ and holy Christendom,
and had been willing to accept One God in Three Persons, and had believed rightly and faithfully
that the Son of God was born of a virgin mother, that he suffered, and rose from the dead and
ascended in the sight of his disciples into Heaven, and sent them in full measure the comfort of
the Holy Ghost, and that he reigns in Heaven and earth, you could not find stronger or braver or
more skillful soldiers, and yet by God’s grace they were beaten by our men.”68THE SIEGE OF
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YOU CALL YOURSELF KNIGHT; WHAT IS THAT?—Wolfram von Eschenbach, ParsifalOF ALL
THE many types of soldier that have appeared on the military stage in the course of time, from
the Greek hoplite, the Roman legionary, and the Ottoman janissary to members of the
specialized branches of modern armed forces, none has had a longer career than the knight of
the European Middle Ages, and none has had an equal impact on history, social and cultural as
well as political.1 Knights fought on the battlefields of Europe for six hundred to eight hundred
years, some scholars dating their emergence as early as the eighth century, some as late as the
tenth. They were still prominent, though increasingly obsolescent, in the sixteenth century, long
after the introduction of firearms and the advent of the national state.Originally a personality of



mediocre status raised above the peasant by his possession of expensive horse and armor, the
knight slowly improved his position in society until he became part of the nobility. Although
knights remained the lowest rank of the upper class, knighthood acquired a unique cachet that
made knighting an honor prized by the great nobility and even by royalty. This cachet was
primarily the product of the Church’s policy of Christianizing knighthood by sanctifying the
ceremony of knighting and by sponsoring a code of behavior known as chivalry, a code perhaps
violated more often than honored, but exercising incontestable influence on the thought and
conduct of posterity.The institution of knighthood summons up in the mind of every literate
person the image of an armor-plated warrior on horseback, with the title “Sir,” whose house was
a castle, and who divided his time between the pageantry of the tournament and the lonely
adventures of knight-errantry. The image has the defect of being static, and it represents a
concept that belongs more to legend and literature than to real life. Yet the real historical figure of
the knight is not totally at odds with the popular image. He did indeed wear plate armor, but plate
superseded mail only late in his long career. The “Sir”—“Messire” in French—also came late and
in England still exists as a title of honor or of minor nobility. A knight sometimes lived in a castle,
but the castle was rarely his own. He participated in tournaments, but the tournament’s character
as pageant developed only in its decadence. He was certainly prone to adventure in his often
short life, but nearly always in company and in search of income rather than romance.In England
and America the popular image of the knight is pre-ponderantly English, thanks to the
overpowering appeal of the King Arthur story. Real knights, however, originated in France and
were unknown in England until the Norman Conquest. The French-Welsh-English creators of the
Arthur literature, who grafted onto a grain of historical fact a mass of legend about a sixth-
century British chieftain, ended by creating a bizarre time warp in which knights in gleaming
plate armor galloped anachronistically through the primitive political countryside of post-Roman
Britain.Though change was continuous, one may usefully divide the knight’s long history into
three stages: first, the emergence of the armored, mounted soldier in the turmoil-filled ninth and
tenth centuries; second, the development of the mature institution of knighthood in the eleventh
through the thirteenth centuries, the age of the architects of the King Arthur legend; and third,
the decay of the institution as a consequence of the rise of new social forces in the late Middle
Ages and early modern times.The knight may be defined from three different standpoints, each
of them important: the military, the economic, and the social.He was first and foremost a soldier,
as identified by the Latin term for him, miles, and the Anglo-Saxon cniht, cognate of “knight.” He
was invariably mounted; in most languages the medieval vernacular word that replaced miles
denoted horseman: French, chevalier; German, Ritter; Italian, cavaliere; Spanish, caballero.
Again invariably, he was clad in armor. Thus militarily he was an armored
cavalryman.Economically, the knight was a component of the system known to historians as
feudalism. In this dominant economic (and political) order of the Middle Ages, a lord granted
land to a vassal in return for military and other less important services. Lord and vassal swore an
oath, of protection and support on the part of the lord, of loyalty on the part of the vassal. At the



height of feudalism, the knight was the cornerstone of the institution. He may be said to have
formed its basic currency. The lord’s grant of land to his vassal was typically in return for the
service of a specified number of knights, whose swords the vassal was able to secure in his turn
by granting land to them through a similar exchange of oaths. Lord, vassal, and knight were free
men, tied together by their mutual promises.The economic prototype of the knight, then, was a
free man, holding land, and owing feudal military service. Details of practice varied widely. In
Germany up to the thirteenth century some knights were household retainers who shared
characteristics with serfs. Throughout Europe and throughout the Middle Ages, many knights
were landless and not strictly speaking part of the feudal system. Finally, in the late Middle Ages,
knights ceased to perform feudal military service in return for grants of land and became plain
professional soldiers, differing only in prestige, equipment, and pay scale from other men-at-
arms.Socially, even the protoknights of the early period were set apart by their expensive
equipment and horses. Gradually professional pride matured into class consciousness, which
was enhanced by the Church’s sponsorship. The soldiers of the earlier period may or may not
properly be called knights, but the full development of knighthood came only with the acquisition
of class identity.The Western European knight may be summarized as a mounted, heavily armed
and armored soldier, in most times and places a free man and a landholder, and, most
significantly, a member of a caste with a strong sense of solidarity.This book will attempt to trace
the development of the medieval knight from first appearance through rise to gradual eclipse,
and to assess his impact on history, using real-life knights as examples.It will first describe the
genesis of the knight and his tenth-century manifestation, a crude and violent figure virtually
uncurbed by a society that had lost control over its military class. The efforts of the Church first to
tame and then to harness the brute bestowed on him a dawning consciousness of belonging to
an “order,” a chosen cadre with duties and disciplines prescribed by the Church, to which he
came to owe a special allegiance.The maturing eleventh-century knight, his self-image further
enhanced by the designation “soldier of Christ,” a radical concept of Pope Gregory VII,
undertook the unparalleled adventure of the First Crusade. Social and economic motives as well
as religious ones impelled him. One motive proved ephemeral: many landless knights went to
the East with thoughts of acquiring estates, but few remained. Nevertheless, the Crusade gave
further impetus to the rise of the knightly class, through the broadening effect of travel, which
helped lift the knight from petty provincial to European gentleman-soldier, and through his role in
“the army of the Lord,” combating “God’s enemies.”In the twelfth century, some of the same
social and economic forces that lay behind Crusading led knights into an unexpected and even
anomalous pursuit. Certain of them became “troubadours,” lyric poets who flourished in the
sophisticated climate of southern France and who produced a body of verse that, in addition to
its influence on European literature, had a high intrinsic value, now unfortunately obscured by
the lapse of Provençal from an international literary language to a local dialect. The troubadours’
poetic successors, knights of northern France and of Germany, carried on the tradition as
trouvères and minnesingers. Narrative poetry and prose, influenced by the troubadours, also



swelled the twelfth-century literary Renaissance, reaching a climax in the Arthurian romances, a
multiauthored accumulation that fixed the image of the medieval knight for himself, his
contemporaries, and posterity.The knight-errant heroes of the Arthur stories had historical
counterparts whose adventures, if less fabulous, were genuine enough as they roamed Europe
earning a living in tournament and battle. Those of William Marshal of England, who became the
trusted counselor of kings, have been preserved in a valuable chronicle. By the thirteenth
century, political developments had attached the knights firmly to the nobility and modified their
role from the strictly military. The rise of a money economy and subsequent inflation increased
the expenses of knighthood and created a new class of men eligible to become knights who no
longer wished to be knighted but opted to remain squires. Simultaneously, commoners—rich
peasants and merchants—began to invade the knightly class.The Church’s ideal of the “soldier
of Christ” was best realized in the Military Orders that fought the infidel in Spain, eastern Europe,
and above all the Holy Land. The Knights Templars, Hospitalers, Teutonic Knights, and Spanish
Orders of Calatrava, Santiago, and Alcantara performed their military duties with a monastic
discipline that contrasted with the unruly individualism of the traditional knights. The Templars,
the most celebrated of the Orders, were drawn into the unknightly profession of banking, which
led first to their enrichment and then to their downfall.The Hundred Years War (1337–1453)
worked the final transformation of the western European knight from landed vassal to
professional soldier. The careers of two knights, the Breton hero Bertrand du Guesclin and John
Fastolf, an English knight of middle-class origins who reaped a fortune from the war, illuminate
aspects of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century knighthood.In the end the knight was absorbed into
the standing army of the new national state, where he quickly lost his distinctive identity. More
enduring was the influence on manners and morals of “chivalry,” an ambiguous word that
sometimes refers to the corps of knights themselves, sometimes to the panoply of tournament
and heraldry, sometimes to the knightly code of conduct. The title of knight survived as a lower
rank of nobility and as a conferred civil or military honor. The panoply long enjoyed popularity,
especially in the circles of royalty, and even made a memorable farewell appearance in the age
of Victoria. The code of conduct, with its invocation of generous sentiments, has never lost its
appeal, and is permanently enshrined in the literature of chivalry.OF ALL THE many types of
soldier that have appeared on the military stage in the course of time, from the Greek hoplite, the
Roman legionary, and the Ottoman janissary to members of the specialized branches of modern
armed forces, none has had a longer career than the knight of the European Middle Ages, and
none has had an equal impact on history, social and cultural as well as political.1 Knights fought
on the battlefields of Europe for six hundred to eight hundred years, some scholars dating their
emergence as early as the eighth century, some as late as the tenth. They were still prominent,
though increasingly obsolescent, in the sixteenth century, long after the introduction of firearms
and the advent of the national state.Originally a personality of mediocre status raised above the
peasant by his possession of expensive horse and armor, the knight slowly improved his
position in society until he became part of the nobility. Although knights remained the lowest rank



of the upper class, knighthood acquired a unique cachet that made knighting an honor prized by
the great nobility and even by royalty. This cachet was primarily the product of the Church’s
policy of Christianizing knighthood by sanctifying the ceremony of knighting and by sponsoring a
code of behavior known as chivalry, a code perhaps violated more often than honored, but
exercising incontestable influence on the thought and conduct of posterity.The institution of
knighthood summons up in the mind of every literate person the image of an armor-plated
warrior on horseback, with the title “Sir,” whose house was a castle, and who divided his time
between the pageantry of the tournament and the lonely adventures of knight-errantry. The
image has the defect of being static, and it represents a concept that belongs more to legend
and literature than to real life. Yet the real historical figure of the knight is not totally at odds with
the popular image. He did indeed wear plate armor, but plate superseded mail only late in his
long career. The “Sir”—“Messire” in French—also came late and in England still exists as a title
of honor or of minor nobility. A knight sometimes lived in a castle, but the castle was rarely his
own. He participated in tournaments, but the tournament’s character as pageant developed only
in its decadence. He was certainly prone to adventure in his often short life, but nearly always in
company and in search of income rather than romance.In England and America the popular
image of the knight is pre-ponderantly English, thanks to the overpowering appeal of the King
Arthur story. Real knights, however, originated in France and were unknown in England until the
Norman Conquest. The French-Welsh-English creators of the Arthur literature, who grafted onto
a grain of historical fact a mass of legend about a sixth-century British chieftain, ended by
creating a bizarre time warp in which knights in gleaming plate armor galloped anachronistically
through the primitive political countryside of post-Roman Britain.Though change was
continuous, one may usefully divide the knight’s long history into three stages: first, the
emergence of the armored, mounted soldier in the turmoil-filled ninth and tenth centuries;
second, the development of the mature institution of knighthood in the eleventh through the
thirteenth centuries, the age of the architects of the King Arthur legend; and third, the decay of
the institution as a consequence of the rise of new social forces in the late Middle Ages and
early modern times.The knight may be defined from three different standpoints, each of them
important: the military, the economic, and the social.He was first and foremost a soldier, as
identified by the Latin term for him, miles, and the Anglo-Saxon cniht, cognate of “knight.” He
was invariably mounted; in most languages the medieval vernacular word that replaced miles
denoted horseman: French, chevalier; German, Ritter; Italian, cavaliere; Spanish, caballero.
Again invariably, he was clad in armor. Thus militarily he was an armored
cavalryman.Economically, the knight was a component of the system known to historians as
feudalism. In this dominant economic (and political) order of the Middle Ages, a lord granted
land to a vassal in return for military and other less important services. Lord and vassal swore an
oath, of protection and support on the part of the lord, of loyalty on the part of the vassal. At the
height of feudalism, the knight was the cornerstone of the institution. He may be said to have
formed its basic currency. The lord’s grant of land to his vassal was typically in return for the



service of a specified number of knights, whose swords the vassal was able to secure in his turn
by granting land to them through a similar exchange of oaths. Lord, vassal, and knight were free
men, tied together by their mutual promises.The economic prototype of the knight, then, was a
free man, holding land, and owing feudal military service. Details of practice varied widely. In
Germany up to the thirteenth century some knights were household retainers who shared
characteristics with serfs. Throughout Europe and throughout the Middle Ages, many knights
were landless and not strictly speaking part of the feudal system. Finally, in the late Middle Ages,
knights ceased to perform feudal military service in return for grants of land and became plain
professional soldiers, differing only in prestige, equipment, and pay scale from other men-at-
arms.Socially, even the protoknights of the early period were set apart by their expensive
equipment and horses. Gradually professional pride matured into class consciousness, which
was enhanced by the Church’s sponsorship. The soldiers of the earlier period may or may not
properly be called knights, but the full development of knighthood came only with the acquisition
of class identity.The Western European knight may be summarized as a mounted, heavily armed
and armored soldier, in most times and places a free man and a landholder, and, most
significantly, a member of a caste with a strong sense of solidarity.This book will attempt to trace
the development of the medieval knight from first appearance through rise to gradual eclipse,
and to assess his impact on history, using real-life knights as examples.It will first describe the
genesis of the knight and his tenth-century manifestation, a crude and violent figure virtually
uncurbed by a society that had lost control over its military class. The efforts of the Church first to
tame and then to harness the brute bestowed on him a dawning consciousness of belonging to
an “order,” a chosen cadre with duties and disciplines prescribed by the Church, to which he
came to owe a special allegiance.The maturing eleventh-century knight, his self-image further
enhanced by the designation “soldier of Christ,” a radical concept of Pope Gregory VII,
undertook the unparalleled adventure of the First Crusade. Social and economic motives as well
as religious ones impelled him. One motive proved ephemeral: many landless knights went to
the East with thoughts of acquiring estates, but few remained. Nevertheless, the Crusade gave
further impetus to the rise of the knightly class, through the broadening effect of travel, which
helped lift the knight from petty provincial to European gentleman-soldier, and through his role in
“the army of the Lord,” combating “God’s enemies.”In the twelfth century, some of the same
social and economic forces that lay behind Crusading led knights into an unexpected and even
anomalous pursuit. Certain of them became “troubadours,” lyric poets who flourished in the
sophisticated climate of southern France and who produced a body of verse that, in addition to
its influence on European literature, had a high intrinsic value, now unfortunately obscured by
the lapse of Provençal from an international literary language to a local dialect. The troubadours’
poetic successors, knights of northern France and of Germany, carried on the tradition as
trouvères and minnesingers. Narrative poetry and prose, influenced by the troubadours, also
swelled the twelfth-century literary Renaissance, reaching a climax in the Arthurian romances, a
multiauthored accumulation that fixed the image of the medieval knight for himself, his



contemporaries, and posterity.The knight-errant heroes of the Arthur stories had historical
counterparts whose adventures, if less fabulous, were genuine enough as they roamed Europe
earning a living in tournament and battle. Those of William Marshal of England, who became the
trusted counselor of kings, have been preserved in a valuable chronicle. By the thirteenth
century, political developments had attached the knights firmly to the nobility and modified their
role from the strictly military. The rise of a money economy and subsequent inflation increased
the expenses of knighthood and created a new class of men eligible to become knights who no
longer wished to be knighted but opted to remain squires. Simultaneously, commoners—rich
peasants and merchants—began to invade the knightly class.The Church’s ideal of the “soldier
of Christ” was best realized in the Military Orders that fought the infidel in Spain, eastern Europe,
and above all the Holy Land. The Knights Templars, Hospitalers, Teutonic Knights, and Spanish
Orders of Calatrava, Santiago, and Alcantara performed their military duties with a monastic
discipline that contrasted with the unruly individualism of the traditional knights. The Templars,
the most celebrated of the Orders, were drawn into the unknightly profession of banking, which
led first to their enrichment and then to their downfall.The Hundred Years War (1337–1453)
worked the final transformation of the western European knight from landed vassal to
professional soldier. The careers of two knights, the Breton hero Bertrand du Guesclin and John
Fastolf, an English knight of middle-class origins who reaped a fortune from the war, illuminate
aspects of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century knighthood.In the end the knight was absorbed into
the standing army of the new national state, where he quickly lost his distinctive identity. More
enduring was the influence on manners and morals of “chivalry,” an ambiguous word that
sometimes refers to the corps of knights themselves, sometimes to the panoply of tournament
and heraldry, sometimes to the knightly code of conduct. The title of knight survived as a lower
rank of nobility and as a conferred civil or military honor. The panoply long enjoyed popularity,
especially in the circles of royalty, and even made a memorable farewell appearance in the age
of Victoria. The code of conduct, with its invocation of generous sentiments, has never lost its
appeal, and is permanently enshrined in the literature of chivalry.2The First KnightsIN THE
BEGINNING… NO MAN WAS HIGHER IN BIRTH THAN ANY OTHER, FOR ALL MEN WERE
DESCENDED FROM A SINGLE FATHER AND MOTHER. BUT WHEN ENVY AND
COVETOUSNESS CAME INTO THE WORLD, AND MIGHT TRIUMPHED OVER RIGHT…
CERTAIN MEN WERE APPOINTED AS GUARANTORS AND DEFENDERS OF THE WEAK
AND THE HUMBLE.—The Book of Lancelot of the Lake2The First KnightsIN THE
BEGINNING… NO MAN WAS HIGHER IN BIRTH THAN ANY OTHER, FOR ALL MEN WERE
DESCENDED FROM A SINGLE FATHER AND MOTHER. BUT WHEN ENVY AND
COVETOUSNESS CAME INTO THE WORLD, AND MIGHT TRIUMPHED OVER RIGHT…
CERTAIN MEN WERE APPOINTED AS GUARANTORS AND DEFENDERS OF THE WEAK
AND THE HUMBLE.—The Book of Lancelot of the LakeMEDIEVAL MORALISTS believed that
at an early stage knights had been chosen as the sword arm of society, to enforce justice and
protect the helpless. This event had occurred in antiquity, and Old Testament heroes such as



Judas Maccabeus and King David were included in the roll of knights. The real entry of the
knight into history was no such dramatic phenomenon, but a gradual coalescing of social and
technological elements over a long period of time.Long though its germination took, the rise of
knighthood was a medieval event, not a Roman continuation. Rome possessed its own class of
“knights” (equites, horsemen), originally the cavalry wing of the Roman army and source of the
army’s officers. This class had by the end of the Republican period abandoned its military role
and become army contractors, tax farmers, and exploiters of public resources. They formed the
lower segment of the upper class, just below the senators, a status memorialized in the theaters
and arenas throughout the Empire, where the first rows were reserved for the senators, the next
several for the knights.1 Contrary to the assumption of some nineteenth-century historians,
however, this Roman “Equestrian Order” had no historical connection with medieval
knighthood.Scholarly controversy still clouds the emergence of the medieval knight.2 Records
for the critical period are scarce, and semantic problems—the relationship between late-Roman
terms for certain kinds of soldiers and Latin terms used in the early Middle Ages—compound
the difficulty. Terms used for social classes in the time of Charlemagne and those of the eleventh
century are equally ambiguous. The prejudices of early modern historians also inhibited
understanding. In the nineteenth century, when feudal society was regarded as backward,
barbaric, and chaotic, a school of German scholars headed by Heinrich Brunner attempted to
prove that feudalism had originated not in ancient German tribal custom but in eighth-century
France. Brunner traced its beginnings to the adoption by Charles Martel of the Muslims’ cavalry
arm and tactics. To support his new cavalry corps, Charles seized church lands and granted
them as “benefices” to the mounted soldiers, thereby inventing the fief. These first knights
became, according to Brunner, the ancestors of the medieval nobility.3Brunner’s theory was
elaborated and refined by two twentieth-century historians, French medievalist Marc Bloch and
American Lynn White, Jr. Bloch, writing in the 1930s, proposed that the nobility of the early
Middle Ages, both the Roman senatorial class and the Germanic chiefs, had disappeared by the
eighth century; what took its place was a new class distinguished not by birth but by power
derived from the king’s service. Pedigrees of the medieval nobility could be traced back only to
the “crucial turning-point of the year 800,” shortly before which the class had its origins in the
professional warrior of the time, with his horse, armor, shield, lance, and sword. “As the logical
consequence of the adoption, [in] about the tenth century, of the stirrup, the short spear of
former days, brandished at arm’s length like a javelin, was abandoned and replaced by the long
and heavy lance…” Added to stirrup and lance were helmet and chain mail. These
improvements made the warrior’s equipment far more expensive, affordable only by a rich man
or a rich man’s vassal. Therefore the Carolingian kings bestowed lands—benefices—to support
and equip their fighting men, who formed a new aristocracy.4In the 1960s Lynn White
embellished the theories of Brunner and Bloch, making the stirrup the “keystone” of “Brunner’s
magnificent structure of hypotheses.” White moved the arrival of the stirrup in western Europe
back to the first part of the eighth century and attributed its adoption to “Charles Martel’s genius.”



“Feudal institutions, the knightly class, and chivalric culture” were born from “the new military
technology of the eighth century.”5Recent scholarship has favored a more complex picture of the
origins of knights, medieval nobility, and feudalism. Most historians now do not believe that
knights originated in the eighth century, or that they were the founders of either the medieval
nobility or feudalism. The consensus is rather that there was a genuine nobility of blood and birth
in the time of Charlemagne and his successors, that it was indeed enriched by the king’s grants
of land and office, but that its origins lay not in a class of mounted warriors recently raised from
obscurity but in the old Frankish aristocracy. This Carolingian nobility, with continuing
transfusions of new blood including that of knights, was the source of the nobility of the High
Middle Ages.6 Pedigrees are difficult to trace (and not only before the “crucial turning-point of
the year 800” but in most cases before the year 1000) not because the families were parvenu,
but because the concept of family in the ninth and tenth centuries differed from that of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries.7 “The noble kins of the Carolingian and post-Carolingian world,”
writes a modern authority on early medieval sociology, “…present to the historian an oddly
horizontal rather than vertical aspect, very different from the later dynasties of counts,
castellans, and, by the twelfth century, even knights….”8 Patronymics—family names—had not
yet appeared. Families were not the monolithic arrangements of the later age when feudalism
was at its height. Much of the land in Europe in the tenth century was still held not by the
conditional terms of feudal tenure but unconditionally as “allods,” land that could be sold or
bestowed freely as the owner chose. On his death, the land was commonly divided equally
among his heirs. Primogeniture, with principal family property passing from father to eldest son,
or any variant form of undivided inheritance, was not yet the rule.CAROLINGIAN WARRIORS,
FROM A NINTH-CENTURY IVORY PLAQUE, WEAR CONICAL HELMETS AND CARRY
ROUND SHIELDS. (LOUVRE)In this new picture, feudalism did not emerge suddenly out of the
military needs of Charles Martel, but grew slowly out of the confluence of Germanic and Roman
social institutions, with strong influence from a third source, the Christian Church.9 The personal
association of lord and vassal has been found to have roots in both Germanic and Roman
society. An ancient German custom was the comitatus, the association of a young warrior with
an older one, in which the young man pledged loyalty and service in return for maintenance by
the older. A similar Roman custom provided patronage, protection, and support of a client in
return for his allegiance. Still another form of mutual association was the Franks’ practice of
commendation, in which a freeman voluntarily bound himself to a lord, giving up his freedom
and pledging his fealty while placing himself under the lord’s protection.The other great basic of
feudalism, the conditional grant of land, had its origin in the Church. Forbidden to sell its lands,
the Church invented the benefice (favor) or precarium (response to prayers), allowing a layman
use of Church land without giving him title to it.Feudalism was in essence the association
between lord and armed followers supported by the conditional gift of land. Although its origins
can be traced to the early Middle Ages, not until the thirteenth century did it reach maturity, and
in some regions, notably Italy, it never became the dominant system. By the thirteenth century



the most feudalized areas of Europe—northern France, the Low Countries, England, and
Germany—no longer recognized the existence of allodial land, land owned outright. All lands
were regarded as fiefs. In southern France and Spain, on the other hand, allodial property never
completely disappeared, while in Italy the allod remained the principal form of land tenure
throughout the Middle Ages.The military revolution, too, seems to have been gradual, though in
light of the long Greek-Roman standstill in weapons technology its changes were dramatic.10
The Roman soldier fought on foot, with short sword, protected by a shield and a few pieces of
light armor. The knight of the High Middle Ages fought on horseback, completely sheathed in
heavy armor, carrying a long sword and heavy lance. With the lance gripped under his arm, his
body secured to his horse by saddle and stirrups, he could deliver his blow with the mass and
strength of the horse united to his own, creating the sometimes overrated but nonetheless
effective technique of shock combat.BRONZE EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF CHARLEMAGNE,
NINTH CENTURY. NOTE THE ABSENCE OF STIRRUPS. (LOUVRE)The technical innovations
embodied by the knight, including the nailed horseshoe and the stirrup, can be traced all the way
back to the central Asian nomads who invaded the Near East and Balkans at the beginning of
the Middle Ages. The first documented evidence of the stirrup is from North Korea in the fifth
century A.D. The Avars, originally from Mongolia, seem to have brought the stirrup when they
established themselves in the 550s in what became Hungary. From the Avars the device passed
to the Byzantines, then to the Arabs.11 The first pictorial evidence of the stirrup in western
Europe dates only from the ninth century, but archeological evidence shows that it was known at
least a century earlier. Whether Charles Martel’s “genius” was responsible for adopting it cannot
be proved or disproved, but what emerges from the mass of literary, archeological, and pictorial
evidence is first, that the stirrup was probably not widely used till long after its initial arrival in
Europe, and second, that mounted shock combat was not a decisive element in the campaigns
of Charles Martel and his immediate successors, or indeed for some time afterward. Even as
late as the Battle of Hastings (1066), it was apparently not the rule. David C. Douglas, the
authority on William the Conqueror, describes the battle as offering no evidence of “the ‘classic’
use of cavalry—that is to say a massed charge of heavily armed horsemen, riding knee-to-knee,
using their mounts to overwhelm their opponents, and then attacking with lances and swords.”12
The famous Bayeux Tapestry, executed in England a few years after the battle, shows the
Normans equipped with stirrups but carrying light lances which, like the spears or javelins of the
infantry, are thrown at the enemy rather than driven by the force of the horse. That decisive
changes took place in military technology between the eighth and the twelfth centuries is
beyond question, but perhaps it is more appropriate to describe them as evolutionary than as
revolutionary.THE NORMAN ATTACK AT HASTINGS. SPEARS ARE THROWN RATHER THAN
USED AS LANCES IN SHOCK COMBAT. (BAYEUX TAPESTRY, PHAIDON PRESS)The
medieval knight can thus be seen emerging from the cavalry of Carolingian times, his status
changing with innovations in military technique and the feudalization of Europe. A final element
came in the Christian Church’s attempts first to restrain and then to harness his violent



behavior.The knightly title miles began to appear in France during the disorders of the tenth
century;13 whether these knights had their origins as free peasants or as descendants of lesser
nobility seems to vary with the region. In status they occupied the lowest echelon of the upper
class, and the scholarly consensus is that they were not yet considered noble. Their land
holdings were small; as late as the period of the Domesday Book (1086), after the Normans had
brought feudalism and knighthood to England, a knight’s normal fief placed him “only just above
most well-to-do peasants.”14 The very name that the Anglo-Saxons gave the Norman miles after
the Conquest signaled his minor status: cniht, a man of modest standing who rendered military
service to a lord, heretofore as a foot soldier.In Germany, where royal authority remained strong
and feudalism was slow to develop, the early history of knighthood followed a different course.
The place occupied by free men in France, as territorial administrators, household officials, and
knights, was filled in Germany by a hereditary group of servile retainers called ministerials. They
could not marry without the lord’s consent, were subject to the same taxes as serfs, could not
plead their cases in public courts, could not acquire or sell property without the lord’s consent,
and could even be bought and sold. This “servile aristocracy,” which German kings and princes
employed to counterbalance the power of the nobles, gradually acquired fiefs and vassals of
their own and finally freedom, merging into the lower nobility to form the Ritterstand (knight
class). Some of the descendants of ministerials eventually became members of the high nobility,
while others distinguished themselves in politics, literature, and intellectual life.15Little is known
about the life-style, training, and rituals of the early knights, in either France or Germany.
Probably they underwent a term of apprenticeship and on coming of age were presented with
sword and spurs. If there was a formal ceremony, the Church took no part in it.The transitional
state of the knight in the tenth century has been illuminated by the researches of French scholar
Georges Duby in the region of Mâcon, in central France. There much of the knight’s land was still
allodial, that is, free of feudal obligation. He lived on his demesne, in a walled “curia” that
consisted of dwelling house, servants’ quarters, barns, storage buildings, dairy, dovecote,
bakehouse, pigsty, byre, and sometimes a chapel, often arranged in a square around a central
yard where straw and hay were stacked. Nearby were the houses of the peasants, who paid him
a small rent and owed him labor services, mainly at planting and harvest times. The activities
involved in the agricultural production that provided most of his livelihood were carried on by
serfs, who doubled as domestic servants, and who enabled him to be absent for extended
periods without loss of income. At intervals the knight served a tour of duty in the local castle,
built in the ninth and tenth centuries as part of the public defense system against Viking and
Saracen raiders, under the orders of a castellan whose office had become hereditary.16 A few
castles were of masonry, usually small rectangular stone towers. Most were timber-and-
earthwork constructions of the motte-and-bailey pattern, with moats and palisade walls girdling a
mound topped with a wooden tower. A neighboring courtyard usually contained the lord’s—
castellan’s—residence and barracks for the garrison knights.17The knight’s armor in this early
period, and for a long time after, consisted exclusively of a helmet and hauberk or body armor.



The helmet was solid iron, conical or round. The hauberk was of chain mail, fabricated
principally by a time-consuming hand process in which wire was wound around a rod in a helical
coil and then cut entirely down one side of the rod, producing a number of open rings. The two
ends of each ring were annealed and hammered flat, and the hauberk, in form a shirt or coat,
was fashioned by linking the rings and closing them by overlapping and riveting the flattened
ends. The length and style of the hauberk varied. In the Bayeux Tapestry hauberks are long,
reaching to the knees, divided front and back for riding, and with wide sleeves. An opening at the
throat was laced tight, and close-fitting mail coifs, or hoods, worn under the helmet, helped to
protect neck and chin, but the nose and eyes were at first left exposed. The “nasal,” a bar
protecting the face, was added to some helmets in the eleventh century and became common in
the twelfth. Simultaneously, mail leggings made their appearance: in the Bayeux Tapestry the
Norman leaders wear them.On his left side the tenth-century knight carried a long shield made
of wood covered with leather, vertically concave toward his body, rounded at the top and pointed
at the bottom. The shield hung from a strap around his neck and was gripped in his left hand by
a shorter strap. On his right side, a broad-bladed sword in a scabbard of wood covered with
leather was belted to his waist. He might also carry an axe with a fan-shaped blade and a light
lance with a leaf-shaped head. His spurs were of goad form, with a single sharp
point.18ELEVENTH-CENTURY KNIGHTS CARRYING SPEARS AND KITE-SHAPED SHIELDS
WITH ROUNDED TOPS. (VIE DE ST. AUBIN, BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE, MS. NOUV, ACQ.
LAT. 1390, F. 7V)HAUBERKS, HELMETS, AND SWORDS ARE LOADED ON NORMAN SHIPS
FOR THE INVASION OF ENGLAND. CHAIN MAIL IS SCHEMATICALLY DEPICTED IN
HAUBERKS WITH DIVIDED SKIRTS. (BAYEUX TAPESTRY, PHAIDON PRESS)In his person,
the real-life knight of the tenth century had little in common with the courtly heroes of the Round
Table. Ignorant and unlettered, rough in speech and manners, he earned his living largely by
violence, uncontrolled by a public justice that had virtually disappeared. Civil disputes and
criminal cases alike had ceased to be adjudicated by the enfeebled royal power and instead
were settled by the sword. The unarmed segment of the population, the Church and the
peasants, were victims or bystanders. In the words of Georges Duby, “Moral obligations and the
persuasion of their peers were all that could impose a limit to [the knights’] violence and
greed.”19The prevailing anarchy stimulated remedial action. This came from the Church in a
development that had profound effects on the knights and on the medieval nobility. Two related
movements were launched in the tenth and eleventh centuries: the “Peace of God” and the
“Truce of God.” These two great innovations presaged the powerful assertion of Church authority
summarized by historians as Gregorian reform, paving the way for the mighty movement known
as the First Crusade.20The Church’s motivation in initiating the Peace and Truce of God had two
aspects. First, there was self-interest, mainly the defense of its own property and personnel and
of the peasants and merchants whose tithes, rents, and services provided part of its income.
Political self-interest also came into play, as when in 994 and 1025 the bishops of Mâcon,
Chalon, and Autun convened peace councils at Anse, on the Saône, to prevent Count Otto-



Guillaume of Mâcon from asserting authority in Church territory, particularly that of the great
abbey of Cluny. The councils at Anse were instigated by the count’s secular rivals, King Robert
the Pious of France and the count of Chalon. The Church lent its support because it hoped to
free itself from the count’s power and indeed from lay control in general.21Self-interest, then,
was one aspect of the Church’s peace offensive. A second was idealism. The Church believed in
peace as an absolute good, one that favored order, justice, and the indivisibility of Christianity.
“How fair is the name of the peace and how beautiful is the repute of the unity which Christ left to
his disciples when he ascended into heaven,” began the preamble to the canons set forth by one
of the councils.22In the Peace of God, the Church’s peacemaking efforts were directed toward
protecting certain classes at all times, in the later Truce of God, toward protecting all classes at
certain times. Both movements sought only to limit and contain the knights’ violent
proclivities.The Peace of God was first pronounced in 989 at a council of bishops at the abbey of
Charroux, in Aquitaine. Spiritual sanctions were threatened against anyone who plundered or
violated a church, struck an unarmed member of the clergy, or robbed “a peasant or other poor
man.” The prohibition was later extended to attacking other unarmed laymen—specifically
merchants—and to destroying mills or vineyards and attacking a man on his way to or from
church.23To implement the Peace of God, local councils assembled nobility, knights, and
peasants in the open fields. There, in an atmosphere of evangelical enthusiasm, oaths to keep
the peace were sworn on saints’ relics. To underline the sacred character of the occasion,
miracles of healing were performed.24 Chronicler Ralph Glaber describes such a council at
which those present “were inflamed with such ardor that…with outspread palms and with one
voice [they] cried to God, ‘Peace, peace, peace!’ that this might be a sign of perpetual covenant
for that which they had promised between themselves and God.”25 Another chronicler, Adhémar
of Chabannes, described a Peace Council held at Limoges in 994 at the behest of the abbot of
the monastery of St. Martial. After a three-day fast, the assembly met in the open air on a hill
outside the city. “The bodies and relics of the saints were solemnly conveyed there from all parts,
while the body of St. Martial, the patron of Gaul, was borne from its sepulchre, so that everyone
was filled with immeasurable joy. All sickness everywhere ceased, and the duke [of Aquitaine]
and the nobles [principes] concluded a mutual pact of peace and justice.”26 Violators of the
peace oath were threatened with excommunication.Early in the eleventh century the second
movement emerged. The Truce of God was less broadly evangelical, more focused on the
knights and nobility. With respect to their favorite occupation, fighting, an ascetic discipline was
imposed. Like penitents required to fast on certain days, knights were made to forgo the
pleasure of war on Sundays and holy days and to refrain from acts of violence at any time in
churches and in certain areas around churches. When the list of truce days had gained at least a
degree of acceptance, it was slowly lengthened till it included Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, all
the saints’ days, and all of Advent and Lent.27In 1041 a Peace Council at Toulouges, in southern
France, spelled out rules combining the chief elements of both the Peace and the Truce
movements:No man may commit an act of violence in a church, or in the space which surrounds



it and which is covered by its privileges, or in the burying-ground, or in the dwelling-houses
which are, or may be, within thirty paces of it…. Furthermore, it is forbidden that anyone attack
the clergy, who do not bear arms…or do them any wrong; likewise it is forbidden to despoil or
pillage the communities of canons, monks, and religious persons…. Let no one burn or destroy
the dwellings of the peasants and the clergy, the dovecotes and the granaries. Let no man dare
to kill, to beat, or to wound a peasant or serf, or the wife of either, or to seize them and carry
them off…. The bishops…have solemnly confirmed the Truce of God, which has been enjoined
upon all Christians, from the setting of the sun of the fourth day of the week, that is to say,
Wednesday, until the rising of the sun on Monday, the second day….28How much the Church’s
sanctions actually affected the warriors’ behavior is conjectural, but their impact on knightly
psychology and hence on the institution of knighthood was significant. The collective oaths
helped to create a class consciousness that included acknowledgment of a personal
responsibility to the Church and to the unarmed population. From prohibiting attacks on the
clergy and the poor, the Church next advanced to prescribing a knightly mission as active
protector of both. A council in Narbonne in 1054 expanded the terms of the Truce of God in
these words: “Let no Christian kill another Christian, for there is no doubt that he who kills a
Christian spills the blood of Christ.”29 This startling assertion, which few knights could accept
literally, carried an implication with enormous potential consequence: the knight was justified in
exercising his profession of war only if he did it against the enemies of Christ.The Church had
already moved toward sanctifying the knight with formulas for blessing his sword that had begun
to appear in the tenth century and became common in the eleventh. Shortly after 1070 the
ceremony of knightly investiture known as “dubbing,” usually in a church, is first mentioned in
French sources.30 With this ritual of initiation the Church adopted knighthood, just as it had
many other lay institutions, such as pagan holidays and sanctuaries.The Church had first
confronted the knights and imposed limits to their depredations. It had then prescribed an
ascetic discipline for them as a group, while persuading them that they were at heart good and
honorable and deserving of its blessing. Logically, it remained only to enlist their services for the
Church’s own purposes. From the Council of Narbonne to that of Clermont and the concept of
the knight as the “soldier of Christ,” the holy Crusader, was the final step.MEDIEVAL
MORALISTS believed that at an early stage knights had been chosen as the sword arm of
society, to enforce justice and protect the helpless. This event had occurred in antiquity, and Old
Testament heroes such as Judas Maccabeus and King David were included in the roll of knights.
The real entry of the knight into history was no such dramatic phenomenon, but a gradual
coalescing of social and technological elements over a long period of time.Long though its
germination took, the rise of knighthood was a medieval event, not a Roman continuation. Rome
possessed its own class of “knights” (equites, horsemen), originally the cavalry wing of the
Roman army and source of the army’s officers. This class had by the end of the Republican
period abandoned its military role and become army contractors, tax farmers, and exploiters of
public resources. They formed the lower segment of the upper class, just below the senators, a



status memorialized in the theaters and arenas throughout the Empire, where the first rows were
reserved for the senators, the next several for the knights.1 Contrary to the assumption of some
nineteenth-century historians, however, this Roman “Equestrian Order” had no historical
connection with medieval knighthood.Scholarly controversy still clouds the emergence of the
medieval knight.2 Records for the critical period are scarce, and semantic problems—the
relationship between late-Roman terms for certain kinds of soldiers and Latin terms used in the
early Middle Ages—compound the difficulty. Terms used for social classes in the time of
Charlemagne and those of the eleventh century are equally ambiguous. The prejudices of early
modern historians also inhibited understanding. In the nineteenth century, when feudal society
was regarded as backward, barbaric, and chaotic, a school of German scholars headed by
Heinrich Brunner attempted to prove that feudalism had originated not in ancient German tribal
custom but in eighth-century France. Brunner traced its beginnings to the adoption by Charles
Martel of the Muslims’ cavalry arm and tactics. To support his new cavalry corps, Charles seized
church lands and granted them as “benefices” to the mounted soldiers, thereby inventing the fief.
These first knights became, according to Brunner, the ancestors of the medieval
nobility.3Brunner’s theory was elaborated and refined by two twentieth-century historians,
French medievalist Marc Bloch and American Lynn White, Jr. Bloch, writing in the 1930s,
proposed that the nobility of the early Middle Ages, both the Roman senatorial class and the
Germanic chiefs, had disappeared by the eighth century; what took its place was a new class
distinguished not by birth but by power derived from the king’s service. Pedigrees of the
medieval nobility could be traced back only to the “crucial turning-point of the year 800,” shortly
before which the class had its origins in the professional warrior of the time, with his horse,
armor, shield, lance, and sword. “As the logical consequence of the adoption, [in] about the tenth
century, of the stirrup, the short spear of former days, brandished at arm’s length like a javelin,
was abandoned and replaced by the long and heavy lance…” Added to stirrup and lance were
helmet and chain mail. These improvements made the warrior’s equipment far more expensive,
affordable only by a rich man or a rich man’s vassal. Therefore the Carolingian kings bestowed
lands—benefices—to support and equip their fighting men, who formed a new aristocracy.4In
the 1960s Lynn White embellished the theories of Brunner and Bloch, making the stirrup the
“keystone” of “Brunner’s magnificent structure of hypotheses.” White moved the arrival of the
stirrup in western Europe back to the first part of the eighth century and attributed its adoption to
“Charles Martel’s genius.” “Feudal institutions, the knightly class, and chivalric culture” were born
from “the new military technology of the eighth century.”5Recent scholarship has favored a more
complex picture of the origins of knights, medieval nobility, and feudalism. Most historians now
do not believe that knights originated in the eighth century, or that they were the founders of
either the medieval nobility or feudalism. The consensus is rather that there was a genuine
nobility of blood and birth in the time of Charlemagne and his successors, that it was indeed
enriched by the king’s grants of land and office, but that its origins lay not in a class of mounted
warriors recently raised from obscurity but in the old Frankish aristocracy. This Carolingian



nobility, with continuing transfusions of new blood including that of knights, was the source of the
nobility of the High Middle Ages.6 Pedigrees are difficult to trace (and not only before the “crucial
turning-point of the year 800” but in most cases before the year 1000) not because the families
were parvenu, but because the concept of family in the ninth and tenth centuries differed from
that of the eleventh and twelfth centuries.7 “The noble kins of the Carolingian and post-
Carolingian world,” writes a modern authority on early medieval sociology, “…present to the
historian an oddly horizontal rather than vertical aspect, very different from the later dynasties of
counts, castellans, and, by the twelfth century, even knights….”8 Patronymics—family names—
had not yet appeared. Families were not the monolithic arrangements of the later age when
feudalism was at its height. Much of the land in Europe in the tenth century was still held not by
the conditional terms of feudal tenure but unconditionally as “allods,” land that could be sold or
bestowed freely as the owner chose. On his death, the land was commonly divided equally
among his heirs. Primogeniture, with principal family property passing from father to eldest son,
or any variant form of undivided inheritance, was not yet the rule.CAROLINGIAN WARRIORS,
FROM A NINTH-CENTURY IVORY PLAQUE, WEAR CONICAL HELMETS AND CARRY
ROUND SHIELDS. (LOUVRE)In this new picture, feudalism did not emerge suddenly out of the
military needs of Charles Martel, but grew slowly out of the confluence of Germanic and Roman
social institutions, with strong influence from a third source, the Christian Church.9 The personal
association of lord and vassal has been found to have roots in both Germanic and Roman
society. An ancient German custom was the comitatus, the association of a young warrior with
an older one, in which the young man pledged loyalty and service in return for maintenance by
the older. A similar Roman custom provided patronage, protection, and support of a client in
return for his allegiance. Still another form of mutual association was the Franks’ practice of
commendation, in which a freeman voluntarily bound himself to a lord, giving up his freedom
and pledging his fealty while placing himself under the lord’s protection.The other great basic of
feudalism, the conditional grant of land, had its origin in the Church. Forbidden to sell its lands,
the Church invented the benefice (favor) or precarium (response to prayers), allowing a layman
use of Church land without giving him title to it.Feudalism was in essence the association
between lord and armed followers supported by the conditional gift of land. Although its origins
can be traced to the early Middle Ages, not until the thirteenth century did it reach maturity, and
in some regions, notably Italy, it never became the dominant system. By the thirteenth century
the most feudalized areas of Europe—northern France, the Low Countries, England, and
Germany—no longer recognized the existence of allodial land, land owned outright. All lands
were regarded as fiefs. In southern France and Spain, on the other hand, allodial property never
completely disappeared, while in Italy the allod remained the principal form of land tenure
throughout the Middle Ages.The military revolution, too, seems to have been gradual, though in
light of the long Greek-Roman standstill in weapons technology its changes were dramatic.10
The Roman soldier fought on foot, with short sword, protected by a shield and a few pieces of
light armor. The knight of the High Middle Ages fought on horseback, completely sheathed in



heavy armor, carrying a long sword and heavy lance. With the lance gripped under his arm, his
body secured to his horse by saddle and stirrups, he could deliver his blow with the mass and
strength of the horse united to his own, creating the sometimes overrated but nonetheless
effective technique of shock combat.BRONZE EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF CHARLEMAGNE,
NINTH CENTURY. NOTE THE ABSENCE OF STIRRUPS. (LOUVRE)The technical innovations
embodied by the knight, including the nailed horseshoe and the stirrup, can be traced all the way
back to the central Asian nomads who invaded the Near East and Balkans at the beginning of
the Middle Ages. The first documented evidence of the stirrup is from North Korea in the fifth
century A.D. The Avars, originally from Mongolia, seem to have brought the stirrup when they
established themselves in the 550s in what became Hungary. From the Avars the device passed
to the Byzantines, then to the Arabs.11 The first pictorial evidence of the stirrup in western
Europe dates only from the ninth century, but archeological evidence shows that it was known at
least a century earlier. Whether Charles Martel’s “genius” was responsible for adopting it cannot
be proved or disproved, but what emerges from the mass of literary, archeological, and pictorial
evidence is first, that the stirrup was probably not widely used till long after its initial arrival in
Europe, and second, that mounted shock combat was not a decisive element in the campaigns
of Charles Martel and his immediate successors, or indeed for some time afterward. Even as
late as the Battle of Hastings (1066), it was apparently not the rule. David C. Douglas, the
authority on William the Conqueror, describes the battle as offering no evidence of “the ‘classic’
use of cavalry—that is to say a massed charge of heavily armed horsemen, riding knee-to-knee,
using their mounts to overwhelm their opponents, and then attacking with lances and swords.”12
The famous Bayeux Tapestry, executed in England a few years after the battle, shows the
Normans equipped with stirrups but carrying light lances which, like the spears or javelins of the
infantry, are thrown at the enemy rather than driven by the force of the horse. That decisive
changes took place in military technology between the eighth and the twelfth centuries is
beyond question, but perhaps it is more appropriate to describe them as evolutionary than as
revolutionary.THE NORMAN ATTACK AT HASTINGS. SPEARS ARE THROWN RATHER THAN
USED AS LANCES IN SHOCK COMBAT. (BAYEUX TAPESTRY, PHAIDON PRESS)The
medieval knight can thus be seen emerging from the cavalry of Carolingian times, his status
changing with innovations in military technique and the feudalization of Europe. A final element
came in the Christian Church’s attempts first to restrain and then to harness his violent
behavior.The knightly title miles began to appear in France during the disorders of the tenth
century;13 whether these knights had their origins as free peasants or as descendants of lesser
nobility seems to vary with the region. In status they occupied the lowest echelon of the upper
class, and the scholarly consensus is that they were not yet considered noble. Their land
holdings were small; as late as the period of the Domesday Book (1086), after the Normans had
brought feudalism and knighthood to England, a knight’s normal fief placed him “only just above
most well-to-do peasants.”14 The very name that the Anglo-Saxons gave the Norman miles after
the Conquest signaled his minor status: cniht, a man of modest standing who rendered military



service to a lord, heretofore as a foot soldier.In Germany, where royal authority remained strong
and feudalism was slow to develop, the early history of knighthood followed a different course.
The place occupied by free men in France, as territorial administrators, household officials, and
knights, was filled in Germany by a hereditary group of servile retainers called ministerials. They
could not marry without the lord’s consent, were subject to the same taxes as serfs, could not
plead their cases in public courts, could not acquire or sell property without the lord’s consent,
and could even be bought and sold. This “servile aristocracy,” which German kings and princes
employed to counterbalance the power of the nobles, gradually acquired fiefs and vassals of
their own and finally freedom, merging into the lower nobility to form the Ritterstand (knight
class). Some of the descendants of ministerials eventually became members of the high nobility,
while others distinguished themselves in politics, literature, and intellectual life.15Little is known
about the life-style, training, and rituals of the early knights, in either France or Germany.
Probably they underwent a term of apprenticeship and on coming of age were presented with
sword and spurs. If there was a formal ceremony, the Church took no part in it.The transitional
state of the knight in the tenth century has been illuminated by the researches of French scholar
Georges Duby in the region of Mâcon, in central France. There much of the knight’s land was still
allodial, that is, free of feudal obligation. He lived on his demesne, in a walled “curia” that
consisted of dwelling house, servants’ quarters, barns, storage buildings, dairy, dovecote,
bakehouse, pigsty, byre, and sometimes a chapel, often arranged in a square around a central
yard where straw and hay were stacked. Nearby were the houses of the peasants, who paid him
a small rent and owed him labor services, mainly at planting and harvest times. The activities
involved in the agricultural production that provided most of his livelihood were carried on by
serfs, who doubled as domestic servants, and who enabled him to be absent for extended
periods without loss of income. At intervals the knight served a tour of duty in the local castle,
built in the ninth and tenth centuries as part of the public defense system against Viking and
Saracen raiders, under the orders of a castellan whose office had become hereditary.16 A few
castles were of masonry, usually small rectangular stone towers. Most were timber-and-
earthwork constructions of the motte-and-bailey pattern, with moats and palisade walls girdling a
mound topped with a wooden tower. A neighboring courtyard usually contained the lord’s—
castellan’s—residence and barracks for the garrison knights.17The knight’s armor in this early
period, and for a long time after, consisted exclusively of a helmet and hauberk or body armor.
The helmet was solid iron, conical or round. The hauberk was of chain mail, fabricated
principally by a time-consuming hand process in which wire was wound around a rod in a helical
coil and then cut entirely down one side of the rod, producing a number of open rings. The two
ends of each ring were annealed and hammered flat, and the hauberk, in form a shirt or coat,
was fashioned by linking the rings and closing them by overlapping and riveting the flattened
ends. The length and style of the hauberk varied. In the Bayeux Tapestry hauberks are long,
reaching to the knees, divided front and back for riding, and with wide sleeves. An opening at the
throat was laced tight, and close-fitting mail coifs, or hoods, worn under the helmet, helped to



protect neck and chin, but the nose and eyes were at first left exposed. The “nasal,” a bar
protecting the face, was added to some helmets in the eleventh century and became common in
the twelfth. Simultaneously, mail leggings made their appearance: in the Bayeux Tapestry the
Norman leaders wear them.On his left side the tenth-century knight carried a long shield made
of wood covered with leather, vertically concave toward his body, rounded at the top and pointed
at the bottom. The shield hung from a strap around his neck and was gripped in his left hand by
a shorter strap. On his right side, a broad-bladed sword in a scabbard of wood covered with
leather was belted to his waist. He might also carry an axe with a fan-shaped blade and a light
lance with a leaf-shaped head. His spurs were of goad form, with a single sharp
point.18ELEVENTH-CENTURY KNIGHTS CARRYING SPEARS AND KITE-SHAPED SHIELDS
WITH ROUNDED TOPS. (VIE DE ST. AUBIN, BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE, MS. NOUV, ACQ.
LAT. 1390, F. 7V)HAUBERKS, HELMETS, AND SWORDS ARE LOADED ON NORMAN SHIPS
FOR THE INVASION OF ENGLAND. CHAIN MAIL IS SCHEMATICALLY DEPICTED IN
HAUBERKS WITH DIVIDED SKIRTS. (BAYEUX TAPESTRY, PHAIDON PRESS)In his person,
the real-life knight of the tenth century had little in common with the courtly heroes of the Round
Table. Ignorant and unlettered, rough in speech and manners, he earned his living largely by
violence, uncontrolled by a public justice that had virtually disappeared. Civil disputes and
criminal cases alike had ceased to be adjudicated by the enfeebled royal power and instead
were settled by the sword. The unarmed segment of the population, the Church and the
peasants, were victims or bystanders. In the words of Georges Duby, “Moral obligations and the
persuasion of their peers were all that could impose a limit to [the knights’] violence and
greed.”19The prevailing anarchy stimulated remedial action. This came from the Church in a
development that had profound effects on the knights and on the medieval nobility. Two related
movements were launched in the tenth and eleventh centuries: the “Peace of God” and the
“Truce of God.” These two great innovations presaged the powerful assertion of Church authority
summarized by historians as Gregorian reform, paving the way for the mighty movement known
as the First Crusade.20The Church’s motivation in initiating the Peace and Truce of God had two
aspects. First, there was self-interest, mainly the defense of its own property and personnel and
of the peasants and merchants whose tithes, rents, and services provided part of its income.
Political self-interest also came into play, as when in 994 and 1025 the bishops of Mâcon,
Chalon, and Autun convened peace councils at Anse, on the Saône, to prevent Count Otto-
Guillaume of Mâcon from asserting authority in Church territory, particularly that of the great
abbey of Cluny. The councils at Anse were instigated by the count’s secular rivals, King Robert
the Pious of France and the count of Chalon. The Church lent its support because it hoped to
free itself from the count’s power and indeed from lay control in general.21Self-interest, then,
was one aspect of the Church’s peace offensive. A second was idealism. The Church believed in
peace as an absolute good, one that favored order, justice, and the indivisibility of Christianity.
“How fair is the name of the peace and how beautiful is the repute of the unity which Christ left to
his disciples when he ascended into heaven,” began the preamble to the canons set forth by one



of the councils.22In the Peace of God, the Church’s peacemaking efforts were directed toward
protecting certain classes at all times, in the later Truce of God, toward protecting all classes at
certain times. Both movements sought only to limit and contain the knights’ violent
proclivities.The Peace of God was first pronounced in 989 at a council of bishops at the abbey of
Charroux, in Aquitaine. Spiritual sanctions were threatened against anyone who plundered or
violated a church, struck an unarmed member of the clergy, or robbed “a peasant or other poor
man.” The prohibition was later extended to attacking other unarmed laymen—specifically
merchants—and to destroying mills or vineyards and attacking a man on his way to or from
church.23To implement the Peace of God, local councils assembled nobility, knights, and
peasants in the open fields. There, in an atmosphere of evangelical enthusiasm, oaths to keep
the peace were sworn on saints’ relics. To underline the sacred character of the occasion,
miracles of healing were performed.24 Chronicler Ralph Glaber describes such a council at
which those present “were inflamed with such ardor that…with outspread palms and with one
voice [they] cried to God, ‘Peace, peace, peace!’ that this might be a sign of perpetual covenant
for that which they had promised between themselves and God.”25 Another chronicler, Adhémar
of Chabannes, described a Peace Council held at Limoges in 994 at the behest of the abbot of
the monastery of St. Martial. After a three-day fast, the assembly met in the open air on a hill
outside the city. “The bodies and relics of the saints were solemnly conveyed there from all parts,
while the body of St. Martial, the patron of Gaul, was borne from its sepulchre, so that everyone
was filled with immeasurable joy. All sickness everywhere ceased, and the duke [of Aquitaine]
and the nobles [principes] concluded a mutual pact of peace and justice.”26 Violators of the
peace oath were threatened with excommunication.Early in the eleventh century the second
movement emerged. The Truce of God was less broadly evangelical, more focused on the
knights and nobility. With respect to their favorite occupation, fighting, an ascetic discipline was
imposed. Like penitents required to fast on certain days, knights were made to forgo the
pleasure of war on Sundays and holy days and to refrain from acts of violence at any time in
churches and in certain areas around churches. When the list of truce days had gained at least a
degree of acceptance, it was slowly lengthened till it included Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, all
the saints’ days, and all of Advent and Lent.27In 1041 a Peace Council at Toulouges, in southern
France, spelled out rules combining the chief elements of both the Peace and the Truce
movements:No man may commit an act of violence in a church, or in the space which surrounds
it and which is covered by its privileges, or in the burying-ground, or in the dwelling-houses
which are, or may be, within thirty paces of it…. Furthermore, it is forbidden that anyone attack
the clergy, who do not bear arms…or do them any wrong; likewise it is forbidden to despoil or
pillage the communities of canons, monks, and religious persons…. Let no one burn or destroy
the dwellings of the peasants and the clergy, the dovecotes and the granaries. Let no man dare
to kill, to beat, or to wound a peasant or serf, or the wife of either, or to seize them and carry
them off…. The bishops…have solemnly confirmed the Truce of God, which has been enjoined
upon all Christians, from the setting of the sun of the fourth day of the week, that is to say,



Wednesday, until the rising of the sun on Monday, the second day….28How much the Church’s
sanctions actually affected the warriors’ behavior is conjectural, but their impact on knightly
psychology and hence on the institution of knighthood was significant. The collective oaths
helped to create a class consciousness that included acknowledgment of a personal
responsibility to the Church and to the unarmed population. From prohibiting attacks on the
clergy and the poor, the Church next advanced to prescribing a knightly mission as active
protector of both. A council in Narbonne in 1054 expanded the terms of the Truce of God in
these words: “Let no Christian kill another Christian, for there is no doubt that he who kills a
Christian spills the blood of Christ.”29 This startling assertion, which few knights could accept
literally, carried an implication with enormous potential consequence: the knight was justified in
exercising his profession of war only if he did it against the enemies of Christ.The Church had
already moved toward sanctifying the knight with formulas for blessing his sword that had begun
to appear in the tenth century and became common in the eleventh. Shortly after 1070 the
ceremony of knightly investiture known as “dubbing,” usually in a church, is first mentioned in
French sources.30 With this ritual of initiation the Church adopted knighthood, just as it had
many other lay institutions, such as pagan holidays and sanctuaries.The Church had first
confronted the knights and imposed limits to their depredations. It had then prescribed an
ascetic discipline for them as a group, while persuading them that they were at heart good and
honorable and deserving of its blessing. Logically, it remained only to enlist their services for the
Church’s own purposes. From the Council of Narbonne to that of Clermont and the concept of
the knight as the “soldier of Christ,” the holy Crusader, was the final step.3Knights of the First
CrusadeDO YOU KNOW WHAT GOD HAS PROMISED THOSE WHO TAKE THE CROSS?BY
GOD! HE HAS PROMISED TO REWARD THEM WELL! PARADISE FOR EVERMORE.—Early
twelfth-century Crusading songLET NONE OF YOUR POSSESSIONS DETAIN YOU, NO
SOLICITUDE FOR YOUR FAMILY AFFAIRS, SINCE THIS LAND WHICH YOU INHABIT, SHUT
IN ON ALL SIDES BY THE SEAS AND SURROUNDED BY MOUNTAIN PEAKS, IS TOO
NARROW FOR YOUR LARGE POPULATION; NOR DOES IT ABOUND IN WEALTH; AND IT
FURNISHES SCARCELY FOOD ENOUGH FOR ITS CULTIVATORS. HENCE IT IS THAT YOU
MURDER ONE ANOTHER, THAT YOU WAGE WAR, AND THAT FREQUENTLY YOU PERISH
BY MUTUAL WOUNDS. LET THEREFORE HATRED DEPART FROM AMONG YOU, LET
YOUR QUARRELS END, LET WARS CEASE, AND LET ALL DISSENSIONS AND
CONTROVERSIES SLUMBER. ENTER UPON THE ROAD TO THE HOLY SEPULCHRE;
WREST THAT LAND FROM THE WICKED RACE, AND SUBJECT IT TO YOURSELVES. THAT
LAND WHICH AS THE SCRIPTURE SAYS “FLOWETH WITH MILK AND HONEY” WAS GIVEN
BY GOD INTO THE POSSESSION OF THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL.JERUSALEM IS THE
NAVEL OF THE WORLD; THE LAND IS FRUITFUL ABOVE OTHERS, LIKE ANOTHER
PARADISE OF DELIGHTS.—Urban II at Clermont, according to theHistoria Hierosolymitana
(History of Jerusalem), by Robert the Monk3Knights of the First CrusadeDO YOU KNOW WHAT
GOD HAS PROMISED THOSE WHO TAKE THE CROSS?BY GOD! HE HAS PROMISED TO



REWARD THEM WELL! PARADISE FOR EVERMORE.—Early twelfth-century Crusading
songLET NONE OF YOUR POSSESSIONS DETAIN YOU, NO SOLICITUDE FOR YOUR
FAMILY AFFAIRS, SINCE THIS LAND WHICH YOU INHABIT, SHUT IN ON ALL SIDES BY THE
SEAS AND SURROUNDED BY MOUNTAIN PEAKS, IS TOO NARROW FOR YOUR LARGE
POPULATION; NOR DOES IT ABOUND IN WEALTH; AND IT FURNISHES SCARCELY FOOD
ENOUGH FOR ITS CULTIVATORS. HENCE IT IS THAT YOU MURDER ONE ANOTHER, THAT
YOU WAGE WAR, AND THAT FREQUENTLY YOU PERISH BY MUTUAL WOUNDS. LET
THEREFORE HATRED DEPART FROM AMONG YOU, LET YOUR QUARRELS END, LET
WARS CEASE, AND LET ALL DISSENSIONS AND CONTROVERSIES SLUMBER. ENTER
UPON THE ROAD TO THE HOLY SEPULCHRE; WREST THAT LAND FROM THE WICKED
RACE, AND SUBJECT IT TO YOURSELVES. THAT LAND WHICH AS THE SCRIPTURE SAYS
“FLOWETH WITH MILK AND HONEY” WAS GIVEN BY GOD INTO THE POSSESSION OF
THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL.JERUSALEM IS THE NAVEL OF THE WORLD; THE LAND IS
FRUITFUL ABOVE OTHERS, LIKE ANOTHER PARADISE OF DELIGHTS.—Urban II at
Clermont, according to theHistoria Hierosolymitana (History of Jerusalem), by Robert the
MonkON NOVEMBER 27, 1095, Pope Urban II preached the First Crusade at Clermont, in
central France, in an open field outside town, in a scene reminiscent of the Peace of God
councils. Chroniclers report that the vast crowd wept and applauded by stamping on the
ground,1 their enthusiasm culminating in a great cry of “God wills it!”2 Adhémar, bishop of Le
Puy, who later became the pope’s legate, a churchman of noble origin who had been trained as
a knight, came forward, knelt, and took the vow to go to Jerusalem. The pope gave him his
blessing and named him leader of the Crusade.3 Urban then “instituted a sign well suited to so
honorable a profession by making the figure of the Cross…the emblem of the soldiery…of God.
This…he ordered to be sewed upon the shirts, cloaks, and tunics of those who were about to
go.”4 Nobles and knights then followed Adhémar’s example, kneeling to take the vow.During the
eight subsequent months that Urban toured France preaching the Crusade, thousands of
knights enlisted under the banners of great regional princes such as Count Raymond of
Toulouse, Count Hugh of Vermandois (brother of the king), Count Godfrey of Bouillon, Count
Robert of Flanders, Duke Robert of Normandy, and Bohemund d’Hauteville, the Norman lord of
Taranto in southern Italy. Five knightly armies took the field, setting out in 1096 by land and sea
for Constantinople, their base of operations for the offensive against the Saracens.5The knights
came from France and neighboring lands: Lorrainers, Normans, Flemings, Burgundians,
northern French, southern French, Germans, Italians. Their condition varied from region to
region as to social standing, life-style, and the degree to which they were involved in a feudal
hierarchy, but all had been affected by changes that had taken place since the year 1000 in
knights’ status, in the laws of inheritance, and in the philosophical concept of knighthood. These
changes, in fact, combined to supply much of the motivation for the Crusade.THE FIRST
CRUSADEContemporary chronicles focus on the princely leaders, leaving the knights almost
anonymous. Many names and bits of information about their lives, however, are preserved in



local documentary records. Those of central France, which supplied the single largest
contingent of Crusaders, have been the subject of the study by Georges Duby mentioned in the
second chapter. Duby’s research, mainly in the records of the great abbey of Cluny, provides
information about some of the men who fought in the First Crusade: their numbers, place in the
social scale, marriage and inheritance customs, feudal relationships and obligations, and way of
life. From other sources, information can be gleaned about their training, armor and weapons,
and how they supported themselves. Among the knights described by Duby are the Le Hongre
brothers, whose family lands lay west of Tournus, and who were vassals of the Gros family, lords
of the neighboring castle of Uxelles.In many ways the Hongres were typical of the contemporary
knightly family. Of five sons, two had become monks, two responded to the preaching of the
Crusade and went off to the Holy Land, never to return, the fifth, Humbert, became sole heir of
the family estate.6 Behind the varying fates of the Le Hongre men lay the series of gradual but
drastic social, economic, and legal transformations in the situation of knights that had taken
place in the course of the eleventh century, by more than coincidence in time for the Crusade.On
the one hand, as a result of the Peace of God movement and the Christianizing of knighthood,
the title of knight had acquired a prestige that made even great lords proud to assume it, a
prestige that gave a new cohesion to the two-tiered upper class. The lords, or castellans, a very
small group of families of ancient wealth and nobility, exercised independent control over large
districts, with the power to command and punish, tax, try, and exact military service. The knights
were small landholders, subject to vassal obligations but exempt from the castellans’ other
powers, and with powers of their own within their restricted territories. Simple knights might
marry the daughters or sisters of castellans; castellans chose their own and their sons’ wives
from their own rank. Nevertheless, the two groups felt a powerful class solidarity as members of
the military elite, segregated from the rest of the population by their profession of arms and
united by the ceremony of knighting and the title of knight.But at the very time they were rising in
the social scale, the knights were undergoing a catastrophic economic squeeze which brought
about changes in family structure and inheritance customs that in turn profoundly affected the
institution of knighthood. The ancient custom of dividing the inheritance equally among sons and
daughters had diminished land holdings to the point where many heirs were reduced to poverty
and peasant status.7 A general European agricultural crisis around the year 1000 may have
aggravated the problem.8 The mechanism by which the historic change was brought about is
not known, but by the end of the eleventh century the system of partition of estates had been
supplanted nearly everywhere by that of undivided inheritance.9In many areas this took the form
of primogeniture, inheritance by the eldest son. In the region where the Hongres lived, the
commonest form was the frérèche or fraternitas (brotherhood), in which the estate was owned
intact by all the male relatives but administered by a single heir (not necessarily the eldest).10 In
either form of undivided inheritance, marriage and the founding of a household was limited to
one or at most two sons. Where primogeniture was the rule, younger sons had to leave home to
find a livelihood either in the Church or by the sword. In the area where the Hongres lived, they



might remain at home but were subject to the supervision of the head of the family, who alone
became truly an adult (senior). The younger sons were perpetual “bachelors,” “youths” (juvenes),
and they had to leave home, if not to seek a livelihood, at least to seek fortune and freedom.In
the early eleventh century, knighthood still constituted an open class. Anyone could belong who
could afford a warhorse, armor, equipment, and peasants to work his lands in his absence. But
the caste was scarcely threatened from below. The great medieval commercial revival, though
already under way, had as yet enriched few merchants or peasants. On the contrary, in at least
some areas, the knightly class was subject to losses, as impoverished members could no longer
afford to equip themselves. In the first decades of the eleventh century, Duby found, the number
of knights in the Mâcon region declined. One district, Merzé, had seven knights in the year 1000;
one died without heirs, and two did not leave sufficient inheritance for their sons to maintain the
rank; by the time of the First Crusade, descendants of these two knights were peasants, serving
as stewards for a castellan who held land in their village. Only four knightly families were left, and
no new ones rose from the peasantry or the bourgeoisie to replace those that had been
lost.11VASSAL SWEARS FIDELITY TO HIS LORD. (BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE ALBERT IER,
BRUSSELS, MS. 9252, F. LV)This demographic erosion of the knightly class, which in some
regions actually threatened it with extinction, was counteracted in the course of the century by
certain other changes. The knights’ financial basis was strengthened by the general economic
upturn and the new family customs with respect to succession. The title miles became more
widely applied and was now attached to a surname, usually the name of the principal family
estate. As family solidarity strengthened and individualistic ownership declined, knightly status
began to be regarded as hereditary. After 1050 knighthood was commonly handed down from
father to son; what had been a rank became a hereditary caste, closed to new members and
locking in the old ones. In short, it became an “order,” whose qualifications for membership were
those of birth; neither peasant nor merchant could gain entrance, no matter how rich they might
be.12As knighthood became hereditary, the upper class grew more and more feudalized. In
England following the Norman Conquest a symmetrical pyramid of vassalage was established,
with the king at the top, the great barons under him, then the lesser lords, and finally the knights.
In central France the feudal system was less neatly organized and showed a weaker sense of
hierarchy. Where in Norman England feudal tenure was the dominant form of landholding, in
central France it was not. The allod still prevailed, and land in feudal tenure made up only a small
part of each knight’s or castellan’s holding.HOMAGE: THE VASSAL PLACES HIS HANDS
BETWEEN HIS LORD’S AND KISSES HIM AT THE CLOSE OF THE CEREMONY.
(BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE ALBERT IER, BRUSSELS, MS. 5, F. 285V)A crisscrossing network
of homages had grown up among the castellans, but as a rule these merely guaranteed friendly
relations and mutual security rather than establishing domination and subordination. Sometimes
a castellan held a piece of land far from his own castle and therefore hard to defend or exploit.
By conceding it as a fief to a lord who lived nearer, he created a bond of friendship while freeing
himself from an administrative problem. Vassalage also connected the knights with the



castellans, with the great ecclesiastical establishments, and with one another. In the region of
Mâcon, by the time of the First Crusade, all the knights in the neighborhood of a castle were
vassals of the castellan; those in the neighborhood of a great sanctuary such as the abbey of
Cluny were vassals of the abbot. Knights were also often vassals of other knights.13Humbert Le
Hongre owned allodial lands near Chapaize and held a fief of Landry Gros, lord of the castle of
Uxelles.14 Landry’s father had given the Hongres this fief, taken from land that the abbots of
Cluny claimed he had illegally seized from them, and which therefore had dubious title.15
Humbert, like his father before him, swore fidelity to the castellan; he promised gratitude and
friendship and pledged not to do him any injury. In addition Humbert acknowledged the
obligations of “aid and counsel” toward the lord of Uxelles. “Aid” included ost, or regular military
services limited to forty days in a year, and chevauchée, mounted service on a shorter
expedition or as an escort. Humbert also mounted castle guard in the garrison of Uxelles for
specified periods every year. All these forms of service dated back two or three centuries, but
where they had once been “public” duties, in the service of the king, they had long since become
“private,” in the service of a local lord.The obligation of “counsel” required Humbert to attend the
lord’s court, advise on policy, take part in proceedings of justice, witness legal documents, and
on occasion serve as hostage for the lord. In return, the lord undertook to respect Humbert’s
rights, to defend them when they were threatened by others, and to lend his influence on
Humbert’s behalf when necessary.16Between two castellans, though a technical relation of lord
and vassal might exist, it was never one of domination and dependence. Between a castellan
and a knight, it was: the knight was legally and socially inferior. Yet his subordination at that time
and place was typically moderate. Usually he still owned some land outright and did not depend
on land granted by the lord. In frontier zones, lords often competed for knights’ vassalage,
offering greater advantages for lighter obligations.17 Finally, most knights held fiefs from more
than one lord. Besides his principal lord, the castellan of Uxelles, Humbert Le Hongre held a fief
of the abbot of Cluny and one of the castellan of Bourbon-Lancy, 100 kilometers distant.18 A
vassal so situated was not severely subject to a lord; he could not be constrained to obey a
command he considered unreasonable.At the time of the First Crusade, knights’ fiefs were
typically a few acres of field or vineyard, or a single mansus (land sufficient to support a
household). Often a fief was not land, but a church, a mill, rents, or a portion of tithes or taxes.
These two could be subinfeudated, or regranted to other knights, often at several removes. In
1080 the count of Chalon was the eminent possessor of a church granted in fief to the castellan
Lébaud de Digoine, who in turn had granted it to his vassal Hugues Lébaud, who had granted it
to Seguin Rongefer, who had granted it to Josseran de Fautrières. Humbert Le Hongre held
jointly with a neighboring knight three small parcels of land in fief from the lords of Bourbon-
Lancy. Humbert and his neighbor in turn conceded them to two other knights, so that three small
pieces of land were responsible for tying together six men in feudal arrangements.19The knight
of the eleventh century remained a country gentleman, sharing many of the interests and
concerns of the peasants and closely associated with them, but from time to time escaping his



agricultural pursuits to hunt, to mount castle guard, to attend the lord’s assemblages, to go on
pilgrimage, to accompany the lord on a journey, and above all to exercise the military profession
that defined his position in society. He did not work his own lands. He might direct their
exploitation if he did not employ a steward, and perhaps on rare occasions he might take part in
harvest or haymaking, but he did not work with his hands. He was not a laborer; the drudgery of
life he left to household servants, plowmen, herdsmen. His house at the center of the village was
no castle, but a larger, better-constructed, and better-furnished version of those of the peasants,
surrounded by outbuildings for the animals and storage of grain and wine. His prosperity
depended not on his lord but on the weather and the harvest.The knights of a single castle
district formed a sort of extended family, linked to one another by professional solidarity and to
the castellan by vassal relationships. Many had lived together for periods in the castle as boys
while they underwent preparation for knighthood. During their periodic service of castle guard
and when war threatened, they again lived together in the castle. At intervals they assembled for
the lord’s council and justice. Furthermore, they were nearly all kin, close or distant. Constrained
after the year 1000 to marry within their own class, they usually married in their local
neighborhood outside certain degrees of relationship. They also shared an ancestral bond as
descendants of the ancient nobility.20Though the decline in the knightly population had been
arrested, their numbers remained small. Duby was able to identify at the time of the First
Crusade only 98 knightly families in the Mâconnais region, unevenly distributed in 150 parishes.
Some villages counted several knights; others had none. They were sparse in areas under
Church domain, and more numerous in forest regions where land had been reclaimed for
cultivation.21 The contemporary chronicles of the great eleventh-century expeditions vastly
exaggerate the numbers of knights, claiming 100,000 for the First Crusade and 50,000 in
William the Conqueror’s army. In fact, these two armies, including both knights and foot soldiers,
probably numbered about 30,000 and 7,000 respectively.22 On the eleventh- or twelfth-century
battlefield, a few hundred knights represented a very considerable force.The apprentice knight
typically underwent training in the company of other boys in the household of his father’s lord.
Evidence of the existence of a dubbing ceremony is manifested in France in the last quarter of
the century. In the German Empire dubbing did not appear until a century later, and then it was
limited to the sons of royalty. In France it seems to have been practiced at all social levels, from
the sons of kings and counts to the sons of castellans and of ordinary knights. Basically it
consisted of the arming of the new knight, particularly of girding on the sword, which was done
by his lord or by a powerful relative, though not necessarily by a person of superior rank. (A
count might dub a future king.) The sword was usually a gift to the new knight from his sponsor.
Several references indicate that the ceremony had taken on a religious character even at this
early date; it was usually held on a religious holiday and in the presence of a priest.23With
respect to his armor and weapons, the knight made only very gradual progress. Helmet, shield,
and mail armor remained his defensive equipment, lance and sword his weapons. Missile
weapons were left to the foot soldiers. The knight scorned the bow as beneath his dignity,



probably more because of its low cost than for the sometimes stated reason that fighting at a
distance was cowardly (foot soldiers also fought hand to hand). In any case, the bow would have
been awkward if not impossible for the mounted armored knight to use.24The cost of warhorse
and armor continued to rise. The warhorse—“destrier” or “charger”—bred for size and strength,
might cost as much as fifty sous (shillings), five times the price of a good cow. The knight
typically required several for himself and his squires. Armor was still more expensive; in 1080 the
Le Hongre brothers’ lord, Landry Gros, gave the abbey of Cluny a mansus in return for mail
armor worth 100 sous. Armor and weapons were an important part of a family’s patrimony.25The
revenues of a knight’s lands were supplemented by booty. In the incessant petty wars of western
Europe, prizes were horses and cattle, forage and food. In a great expedition such as the First
Crusade, to this booty were added, in the words of the chroniclers, “gold and silver, and many
ornaments,”26 “houses filled with goods of all kinds,”27 and “great riches.”28 The chronicler
Raymond d’Aguilers wrote of the capture of Antioch, “How great were the spoils…it is impossible
for us to say, except that you may believe as much as you wish and then add to it.”29 The
valuables went to the knights; the foot soldiers shared the provisions.30A more uniquely
medieval source of knightly income was ransom. A prisoner taken in battle or siege was held
until his relatives raised the required sum, whose size depended on his rank and soon became a
source of pride. A captor had no need to haggle over the ransom of a noble captive whose vanity
was gratified by the high price exacted from his dependents.Traditionally, the fief was regarded
as payment for the knight’s services, or conversely the service as rent paid for the land.31 But
already in the eleventh century knights received money payments for service, usually in times of
crisis or special need. As early as 991 Fulk Nerra of Anjou, at war with the count of Brittany, had
knightly mercenaries among his troops.32 Although eleventh-century Normandy was far more
feudalized than central France, William the Conqueror in his English expedition had not only a
large number of Flemish and other mercenary knights but compensated his own Norman
knights, his vassals, with “generous provision.” After the Conquest he settled his knights on
lands held in feudal tenure, but on later occasions he again hired large numbers of knights for
cash.33 William’s son William Rufus “energetically emptied his father’s treasuries,” partly in
paying mercenaries. “Knights fixed their own rate of pay,” complained chronicler William of
Malmesbury.34 William Rufus was described as “a wonderful merchant and paymaster of
knights.”35 In the twelfth century knight hire became increasingly common.*Irrespective of the
form of his compensation, the medieval knight relished war for its own sake. In company with his
peers, with the promise of booty to be won, he rode to battle exactly as to a tournament, which in
the eleventh century, at least for the knights, it much resembled.War was both profession and
sport. The small private wars seldom involved anything that amounted to political significance.
They were fought over a right that had been violated or a piece of land that had been usurped, or
in order to violate a right or to usurp a piece of land. The national state did not exist. Patriotism
had not yet been invented. In its absence the only large, transcendent cause for which
Europeans could fight was the Christian religion. The idea of fighting in the name of God was



introduced by a number of eleventh-century wars against the Muslims, especially the wars of the
Reconquest in Spain. A powerful and radical pope, Gregory VII, gave the idea of holy war the
impetus that made possible the Crusades.36Gregory, famous for his “Gregorian Reform” of the
Church, and his investiture struggle with German Emperor Henry IV, promoted a revolutionary
theory of the relationship of the laity to the Church that proved to be of foremost importance to
the knightly class. Building on the Peace of God and Truce of God movements, Gregory boldly
carried the Church’s intervention in worldly affairs a long step further. The interests of the Church
took precedence over all others, according to Gregory. The role of the laity, and of the knights in
particular, was to serve those interests, both in secular politics and elsewhere. In case of
conflict, a knight’s loyalty to the Church superseded his loyalty to his lord and even canceled his
oath. Cleverly adopting feudal vocabulary, Gregory declared that knights were “the vassals of St.
Peter.”Conservatives among the feudal nobility and clergy reacted strongly. In their eyes the
pope’s concerns should be limited to matters of faith. Gregory’s pretensions threatened to
reduce kings to the status of “village bailiffs,” wrote one conservative churchman.38 Another
protested, “Hitherto, knights were bound by the covenant of the oath. They were shocked by
injuries to their lord and avenged his wrongs; they protected his power, defended his dignity and
remained vigilant for the sake of their own salvation; and it seemed equal to sacrilege if they
rebelled against their vassal-duty. Now…knights are armed against their lords…right and wrong
are confounded, sanctity of the oath is violated.”39Gregory demanded obedience from temporal
rulers in worldly as well as spiritual matters, and to exact it he was prepared to resort to armed
force. The laymen who would fight the pope’s battles were milites Christi, knights of Christ. For
centuries the Church had stood strictly for peace, in the tradition of St. Martin of Tours: “I am the
soldier of Christ; I am not permitted to fight.” Gregory discarded this pacifist ideology in favor of
the “theory of the two swords”: the pope, a representative of St. Peter, held two weapons, a
spiritual blade to be drawn by his own hand, and a secular one to be drawn at his command by
nobles and knights.Gregory did not rely merely on theological reasoning to persuade. He added
a powerful inducement: service as a “soldier of Christ” would be paid by total remission of sins. A
knight, he said, could hardly hold secular lords dearer than the pope, “for they confer what is but
wretched and transitory,” that is, land and booty, while the pope promised “eternal blessings,
absolving [the knights] from all sins.” Those who fought for Gregory against Henry IV would win
“[St. Peter’s] blessing in this life and in the life to come.”40Gregory’s vision of the Christian
soldier, who wins salvation by his sword, provided the psychological and ideological motivation
for the Crusade. Gregory’s successor and protégé, Urban II, wielded the instrument forged by
his predecessor with history-making effect. In the “great stirring of the heart in all the Frankish
lands”41 that he set in motion, the knights enthusiastically accepted the role of “the army of the
Lord” fighting against “God’s enemies and ours.”42In fact, the success of Urban’s appeal far
outran his own expectations. He may have intended no more than the enlistment of a modest
army to aid Byzantine emperor Alexius Comnenus, who had appealed for help against the Turks.
From the varying reports of his sermon, all written at second hand, it is not certain that Urban



even mentioned Jerusalem, but the holy city was seized on by popular imagination as at once a
more definite and a more inspiring goal than the mere succor of persecuted Christians and
churches in Asia Minor. The Jerusalem the Crusaders pictured was the celestial city of the Book
of Revelations, with gates of pearl, walls studded with precious stones, and streets paved with
gold, with “no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God did lighten
it,”43 where the water of life flowed and the tree of life bore leaves “for the healing of the
nations.”44The magical attraction of the idea of Jerusalem was reinforced by economic and
social motivations. The prospect of acquisition of land was inviting for younger sons excluded
from inheritance by primogeniture. To land, booty, and adventure was added for many like the
Hongres the chance to escape from the tutelage of the head of the family. Yet the main appeal
was undoubtedly religious. “Let those who have hitherto been robbers now become soldiers,”
Urban proposed, according to one version of his address. “Let those who formerly contended
against their brothers now fight as they ought, against the barbarians…. On one side will be…
the enemies of God, on the other his friends,”45 whose reward would be the remission of sins, in
the novel form of the Crusading indulgence. The value of the indulgence was heightened by the
ambiguity of the existing penitential system, which left Christians unsure that the penances they
did were equal to their sins. Although the intricate theology of the indulgence was not yet worked
out, it was understood that the sinner received absolution by an act of grace.The Crusade was
closely connected with an older form of penance popular with the knightly class: the pilgrimage.
The Hongres’s lord, Bernard Gros, went on pilgrimage to Rome in 1050 to atone for his land
disputes with the abbey of Cluny.46 The armed pilgrimage of the Crusade might be seen as a
superior form in which a knight could win total remission of his sins through skill and valor.
Significantly, “pilgrimage” was the term by which contemporaries referred to the Crusades, or
alternatively “journey to the Holy Land,” or “journey to Jerusalem.” The Latin term for “Crusade”
did not appear until the thirteenth century, the vernacular not until the eighteenth (along with
“feudalism,” “Gothic,” and “Middle Ages”). The custom of pilgrimage itself contributed to the
Crusade, as pilgrims were easily convinced that it was intolerable for the Holy Places to be in the
hands of the infidels.The chronicler Fulcher of Chartres described the departure of the
Crusading knight: “Oh, how much grief there was! How many sighs! How much sorrow! How
much weeping among loved ones when the husband left his wife so dear to him, as well as his
children, father and mother, brothers and grandparents, and possessions!…The wife reckoned
the time of her husband’s return…. He commended her to the Lord, kissed her, and promised as
she wept that he would return. She, fearing that she would never see him again, not able to hold
up, fell senseless to the ground; mourning her living husband as though he were dead. He,
having compassion, it seemed, neither for the weeping of his wife, nor…for the grief of…friends,
and yet having it, for he secretly suffered severely…went away with a determined mind. What,
then, can we say? ‘This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes.’ ”47The knightly armies of
the Crusade were preceded eastward by the ragtag throng of the “People’s Crusade,” a bizarre
product of Urban’s appeal quite unforeseen by him. Inspired by two charismatic leaders, Peter



the Hermit and Walter the Penniless (actually an impoverished German knight), this horde made
up of bands numbering some tens of thousands (100,000, the chroniclers exaggerated), entirely
out of the control of the Church or the princes, made a calamitous march through central Europe
and the Balkans to perish at the hands of the Turks on the road to Nicaea in the fall of 1096.In
sharp contrast to the disorganized march of the rabble, the campaign of the knights was a model
of efficiency. Its five armies, led by the great regional princes of France, Flanders, and Norman
Italy (no kings took part), arrived in Asia Minor intact and in fighting trim, well-supplied through
the able support of the Italian merchants and mariners, who had their own interests in the
venture. Three years of march, battle, and siege were climaxed by the storming of Jerusalem on
July 15, 1099.The success of this most remarkable of medieval military operations reflects well
not only on the Crusade’s leadership but on the training, equipment, and morale of the individual
knight who bore the hardships and fought the battles. Despite his near anonymity, the knight is
the central actor in the story. Without repeating the well-known history of the Crusade, we may
profitably examine his conduct in this largest single event in the annals of knighthood.The factor
that made a knight a Crusader was the Crusading vow, introduced by Urban at Clermont. By it
the knight swore to march to Jerusalem and pray at the Holy Sepulchre. The cross sewn on his
clothing was the public sign of the commitment. Vow and cross gave the clergy a measure of
control over enlistment, allowing them to screen out those who were “unfit for bearing arms” and
who would be “more of a hindrance than an aid”48 The same two elements conferred a
temporary ecclesiastical status on the Crusader. With vow and cross, the Crusader acquired
privileges similar to those enjoyed by pilgrims. By becoming a kind of temporary cleric, he made
himself subject to Church courts and therefore exempt from lay jurisdiction. The Church
promised to protect his lands and family during his absence and granted him freedom from tolls
and taxes, a moratorium on debts and exemption from interest payments, and delay in the
performance of vassal services or in judicial proceedings.49Of the approximately 30,000
fighting men in the Crusade, perhaps 4,000 were knights, the rest foot soldiers. An
undetermined number of unarmed pilgrims, including women and children, accompanied the
troops. Modest compared with modern armies, the Crusading army was nevertheless very large
by medieval standards. To the local populations it looked huge. The Armenian chronicler
Matthew of Edessa likened the “formidable and immense throng” to “locusts who cannot be
counted or the sands of the sea which are beyond the mind’s calculation.”50Organization and
financing were improvised. Urban had named Bishop Adhémar leader (dux) of the Crusade, and
Adhémar, fighting in person at their side, lent unity to the five armies, but he was in no sense a
commanding general. There was no central command structure, even after arrival in Syria. Each
prince continued to lead his own troops. Under the princes, lesser nobles, some with their own
vassals, formed their corps, and parties of knights from the same region banded together to
elect their own leaders. In combat, the knight fought essentially as an individual. He might seize
the initiative, sometimes to the dismay of his leaders, to lead a scaling party, signal for an
advance, or impulsively begin a skirmish. The knights were also capable of acting in concert; at



Antioch they successfully pressed the leaders to continue the march to Jerusalem.51Not
surprisingly, strife was chronic among the leaders, who quarreled from Constantinople to
Jerusalem (should the city be a possession of the Church or be ruled by one of them as a king?).
But at critical moments they were able to resolve or overlook their differences and come
effectively to each other’s aid. Also noteworthy was the degree of discipline that the normally
unruly knights accepted.Both nobles and knights pledged or sold their lands to outfit and
provision themselves. Achard de Montmerle, scion of a castellan family of the Mâcon region,
mortgaged his patrimony to the abbey of Cluny to finance his participation.52 Others sold their
allodial lands outright, often to the Church. In a foreshadowing of future policies, Robert
Curthose pledged his duchy of Normandy for 10,000 silver marks borrowed from his brother
William Rufus, king of England, raised by William through a heavy tax on his English subjects.53
There is no record of the fiscal arrangements of the Hongres in the First Crusade, but in the
following century their knightly descendants pledged and sold lands to finance
Crusading.54Most knights provided their own horses and equipment, as for normal military
expeditions. Two leaders, Bohemund d’Hauteville and his nephew Tancred, supplied some of
their knights’ equipment and horses,55 and Raymond of Toulouse set up a fund of 500 marks to
replace losses, after which “our knights boldly attacked the enemy because those who had
worthless and worn-out horses knew they could replace their lost steeds with better
ones” (Raymond d’Aguilers).56 On the final march to Jerusalem, “our knights and more affluent
people” bought Arabian horses.57CRUSADERS FORAGING: LEFT, THEY CROSS THE
JORDAN WITH A STOLEN FLOCK OF SHEEP; RIGHT, GODFREY OF BOUILLON
SLAUGHTERS A CAMEL. (ROMAN DE GODEFROI DE BOUILLON, BIBLIOTHÉQUE
NATIONALE, MS. FR. 22495, F. 78)The knights’ armor was also normally their own. Crossing a
“damnable mountain” in the Anti-Taurus range in 1097 in the heat of summer and impeded by
their armor, the knights “stood about gloomily…trying to sell their shields, fine armor, and
helmets for three to five deniers, or whatever they could get….”58 Later they “undertook to buy
arms and fit and repair them.”59Transport and supplies were furnished at least in part by the
leaders. Throughout the long journey to Constantinople, the Crusaders sought market rights, the
opportunity to buy food. In the Balkans the count of Toulouse “bestowed many gifts upon the
king of the Slavs [probably Bodin, a local prince] so that the Crusaders could buy in peace and
look for the necessities of life.”60 When these were denied, they resorted to foraging; in other
words, looting. The anonymous knight who recorded the deeds of the followers of Bohemund
d’Hauteville and Tancred reported crossing the Balkans in “very rich country”: “We…stayed for
some days trying to buy provisions, but the inhabitants would sell us none…. So we seized oxen,
horses, and asses, and anything else we could find….”61Once they arrived in the Holy Land, the
Crusaders were supplied in part by sea—at Antioch first by a Genoese fleet that put in at nearby
Port Simeon, later by English pilgrim ships, and at Jerusalem by another Genoese fleet.
Raymond d’Aguilers praised the men “who dared to sail through the strange and vast surface of
the Mediterranean and the [Atlantic] Ocean out of love of Crusading. The English…set sail on



the Anglican Sea, and thus rounding the coast of Spain, bearing across the Ocean and
ploughing through the waves of the Mediterranean, after great trials arrived at Antioch and
Latakia in advance of our army. The English as well as the Genoese assured us commerce from
Cyprus and other islands…. Daily these ships sailed to and fro over the sea.”62Away from the
coast, the armies had to fend for themselves, which they did with fair success. The ripened
harvests, Fulcher of Chartres wrote, were “prepared for their subsistence by God,” though the
native population doubtless took a different view.63In military technology and technique, the
First Crusade produced few innovations.64 As in all medieval warfare, pitched battles played a
minor role. Two were fought against the Turkish chief Kilij Arslan, near Nicaea and at Dorylaeum.
The Crusaders also fought off sallies by the garrison of Antioch, repelled the relieving forces of
Ridvan and Kerbogha, and routed an Egyptian army at Ascalon to bring the Crusade to a
triumphant close. But sieges played the central role, with the Crusaders usually the besiegers,
always at a disadvantage against defenders behind high walls. Yet Nicaea, Antioch, and
Jerusalem were successively taken, the siege of Antioch occupying the entire winter and spring
of 1097–1098. Lesser sieges were conducted at Ma’arrat al-Nu’man southeast of Antioch and at
’Arqah near Tripoli.In the field, the Crusaders organized their troops in “battles,” successive
arrays of knights and foot soldiers that attacked in turn. In the fight against Kerbogha near
Antioch there were six “battles,” each a double line, with foot soldiers in the first, knights in the
second.65 The Turks, operating in large bands of light cavalry and relying on mounted archers,
preferred the fast strike and the surprise, ambushing and attacking convoys and detached
parties. At Dorylaeum they fell upon part of the Crusading army “with clashing of weapons and
shrieking” and “fiercely let loose a shower of arrows,” driving the Crusaders in flight. The timely
arrival of the rest of the army saved the day. “It is their custom to use such arms,” wrote Fulcher.
“They were all cavalry. We, on the other hand, were both infantry and cavalry.”66 Kerbogha’s
army at Antioch, without the advantage of surprise, was overpowered by the feudal array and
after a brief struggle, “when they realized the ensuing fight would be waged hand-to-hand with
swords rather than at a distance with arrows,” fled into the mountains.67CRUSADING KNIGHTS
MEET SARACENS, SOME OF WHOM ASK FOR BAPTISM, WHILE OTHERS CONTINUE TO
FIGHT. (LES CHRONIQUES DE FRANCE, BRITISH LIBRARY, MS. ROYAL 16G VI, F. 442)Yet
the Crusaders came to admire the enemy, whom Urban had called “that wicked race.” The
anonymous author of the Gesta Francorum, himself a knight, wrote after Dorylaeum, “What
man, however experienced and learned, would dare to write of the skill and prowess and
courage of the Turks…? They have a saying that they are of common stock with the Franks, and
that no men except the Franks and themselves are naturally born to be knights. This is true, and
nobody can deny it, that if only they had stood firm in the faith of Christ and holy Christendom,
and had been willing to accept One God in Three Persons, and had believed rightly and faithfully
that the Son of God was born of a virgin mother, that he suffered, and rose from the dead and
ascended in the sight of his disciples into Heaven, and sent them in full measure the comfort of
the Holy Ghost, and that he reigns in Heaven and earth, you could not find stronger or braver or



more skillful soldiers, and yet by God’s grace they were beaten by our men.”68THE SIEGE OF
ANTIOCH: CRUSADERS SCALE THE CITY WALLS. FROM THE THIRTEENTH-CENTURY
HISTOIRE DE JÉRUSALEM. (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, MS. FR. 9081, F. 44)ON
NOVEMBER 27, 1095, Pope Urban II preached the First Crusade at Clermont, in central France,
in an open field outside town, in a scene reminiscent of the Peace of God councils. Chroniclers
report that the vast crowd wept and applauded by stamping on the ground,1 their enthusiasm
culminating in a great cry of “God wills it!”2 Adhémar, bishop of Le Puy, who later became the
pope’s legate, a churchman of noble origin who had been trained as a knight, came forward,
knelt, and took the vow to go to Jerusalem. The pope gave him his blessing and named him
leader of the Crusade.3 Urban then “instituted a sign well suited to so honorable a profession by
making the figure of the Cross…the emblem of the soldiery…of God. This…he ordered to be
sewed upon the shirts, cloaks, and tunics of those who were about to go.”4 Nobles and knights
then followed Adhémar’s example, kneeling to take the vow.During the eight subsequent months
that Urban toured France preaching the Crusade, thousands of knights enlisted under the
banners of great regional princes such as Count Raymond of Toulouse, Count Hugh of
Vermandois (brother of the king), Count Godfrey of Bouillon, Count Robert of Flanders, Duke
Robert of Normandy, and Bohemund d’Hauteville, the Norman lord of Taranto in southern Italy.
Five knightly armies took the field, setting out in 1096 by land and sea for Constantinople, their
base of operations for the offensive against the Saracens.5The knights came from France and
neighboring lands: Lorrainers, Normans, Flemings, Burgundians, northern French, southern
French, Germans, Italians. Their condition varied from region to region as to social standing, life-
style, and the degree to which they were involved in a feudal hierarchy, but all had been affected
by changes that had taken place since the year 1000 in knights’ status, in the laws of
inheritance, and in the philosophical concept of knighthood. These changes, in fact, combined
to supply much of the motivation for the Crusade.THE FIRST CRUSADEContemporary
chronicles focus on the princely leaders, leaving the knights almost anonymous. Many names
and bits of information about their lives, however, are preserved in local documentary records.
Those of central France, which supplied the single largest contingent of Crusaders, have been
the subject of the study by Georges Duby mentioned in the second chapter. Duby’s research,
mainly in the records of the great abbey of Cluny, provides information about some of the men
who fought in the First Crusade: their numbers, place in the social scale, marriage and
inheritance customs, feudal relationships and obligations, and way of life. From other sources,
information can be gleaned about their training, armor and weapons, and how they supported
themselves. Among the knights described by Duby are the Le Hongre brothers, whose family
lands lay west of Tournus, and who were vassals of the Gros family, lords of the neighboring
castle of Uxelles.In many ways the Hongres were typical of the contemporary knightly family. Of
five sons, two had become monks, two responded to the preaching of the Crusade and went off
to the Holy Land, never to return, the fifth, Humbert, became sole heir of the family estate.6
Behind the varying fates of the Le Hongre men lay the series of gradual but drastic social,



economic, and legal transformations in the situation of knights that had taken place in the course
of the eleventh century, by more than coincidence in time for the Crusade.On the one hand, as a
result of the Peace of God movement and the Christianizing of knighthood, the title of knight had
acquired a prestige that made even great lords proud to assume it, a prestige that gave a new
cohesion to the two-tiered upper class. The lords, or castellans, a very small group of families of
ancient wealth and nobility, exercised independent control over large districts, with the power to
command and punish, tax, try, and exact military service. The knights were small landholders,
subject to vassal obligations but exempt from the castellans’ other powers, and with powers of
their own within their restricted territories. Simple knights might marry the daughters or sisters of
castellans; castellans chose their own and their sons’ wives from their own rank. Nevertheless,
the two groups felt a powerful class solidarity as members of the military elite, segregated from
the rest of the population by their profession of arms and united by the ceremony of knighting
and the title of knight.But at the very time they were rising in the social scale, the knights were
undergoing a catastrophic economic squeeze which brought about changes in family structure
and inheritance customs that in turn profoundly affected the institution of knighthood. The
ancient custom of dividing the inheritance equally among sons and daughters had diminished
land holdings to the point where many heirs were reduced to poverty and peasant status.7 A
general European agricultural crisis around the year 1000 may have aggravated the problem.8
The mechanism by which the historic change was brought about is not known, but by the end of
the eleventh century the system of partition of estates had been supplanted nearly everywhere
by that of undivided inheritance.9In many areas this took the form of primogeniture, inheritance
by the eldest son. In the region where the Hongres lived, the commonest form was the frérèche
or fraternitas (brotherhood), in which the estate was owned intact by all the male relatives but
administered by a single heir (not necessarily the eldest).10 In either form of undivided
inheritance, marriage and the founding of a household was limited to one or at most two sons.
Where primogeniture was the rule, younger sons had to leave home to find a livelihood either in
the Church or by the sword. In the area where the Hongres lived, they might remain at home but
were subject to the supervision of the head of the family, who alone became truly an adult
(senior). The younger sons were perpetual “bachelors,” “youths” (juvenes), and they had to leave
home, if not to seek a livelihood, at least to seek fortune and freedom.In the early eleventh
century, knighthood still constituted an open class. Anyone could belong who could afford a
warhorse, armor, equipment, and peasants to work his lands in his absence. But the caste was
scarcely threatened from below. The great medieval commercial revival, though already under
way, had as yet enriched few merchants or peasants. On the contrary, in at least some areas, the
knightly class was subject to losses, as impoverished members could no longer afford to equip
themselves. In the first decades of the eleventh century, Duby found, the number of knights in
the Mâcon region declined. One district, Merzé, had seven knights in the year 1000; one died
without heirs, and two did not leave sufficient inheritance for their sons to maintain the rank; by
the time of the First Crusade, descendants of these two knights were peasants, serving as



stewards for a castellan who held land in their village. Only four knightly families were left, and
no new ones rose from the peasantry or the bourgeoisie to replace those that had been
lost.11VASSAL SWEARS FIDELITY TO HIS LORD. (BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE ALBERT IER,
BRUSSELS, MS. 9252, F. LV)This demographic erosion of the knightly class, which in some
regions actually threatened it with extinction, was counteracted in the course of the century by
certain other changes. The knights’ financial basis was strengthened by the general economic
upturn and the new family customs with respect to succession. The title miles became more
widely applied and was now attached to a surname, usually the name of the principal family
estate. As family solidarity strengthened and individualistic ownership declined, knightly status
began to be regarded as hereditary. After 1050 knighthood was commonly handed down from
father to son; what had been a rank became a hereditary caste, closed to new members and
locking in the old ones. In short, it became an “order,” whose qualifications for membership were
those of birth; neither peasant nor merchant could gain entrance, no matter how rich they might
be.12As knighthood became hereditary, the upper class grew more and more feudalized. In
England following the Norman Conquest a symmetrical pyramid of vassalage was established,
with the king at the top, the great barons under him, then the lesser lords, and finally the knights.
In central France the feudal system was less neatly organized and showed a weaker sense of
hierarchy. Where in Norman England feudal tenure was the dominant form of landholding, in
central France it was not. The allod still prevailed, and land in feudal tenure made up only a small
part of each knight’s or castellan’s holding.HOMAGE: THE VASSAL PLACES HIS HANDS
BETWEEN HIS LORD’S AND KISSES HIM AT THE CLOSE OF THE CEREMONY.
(BIBLIOTHÈQUE ROYALE ALBERT IER, BRUSSELS, MS. 5, F. 285V)A crisscrossing network
of homages had grown up among the castellans, but as a rule these merely guaranteed friendly
relations and mutual security rather than establishing domination and subordination. Sometimes
a castellan held a piece of land far from his own castle and therefore hard to defend or exploit.
By conceding it as a fief to a lord who lived nearer, he created a bond of friendship while freeing
himself from an administrative problem. Vassalage also connected the knights with the
castellans, with the great ecclesiastical establishments, and with one another. In the region of
Mâcon, by the time of the First Crusade, all the knights in the neighborhood of a castle were
vassals of the castellan; those in the neighborhood of a great sanctuary such as the abbey of
Cluny were vassals of the abbot. Knights were also often vassals of other knights.13Humbert Le
Hongre owned allodial lands near Chapaize and held a fief of Landry Gros, lord of the castle of
Uxelles.14 Landry’s father had given the Hongres this fief, taken from land that the abbots of
Cluny claimed he had illegally seized from them, and which therefore had dubious title.15
Humbert, like his father before him, swore fidelity to the castellan; he promised gratitude and
friendship and pledged not to do him any injury. In addition Humbert acknowledged the
obligations of “aid and counsel” toward the lord of Uxelles. “Aid” included ost, or regular military
services limited to forty days in a year, and chevauchée, mounted service on a shorter
expedition or as an escort. Humbert also mounted castle guard in the garrison of Uxelles for



specified periods every year. All these forms of service dated back two or three centuries, but
where they had once been “public” duties, in the service of the king, they had long since become
“private,” in the service of a local lord.The obligation of “counsel” required Humbert to attend the
lord’s court, advise on policy, take part in proceedings of justice, witness legal documents, and
on occasion serve as hostage for the lord. In return, the lord undertook to respect Humbert’s
rights, to defend them when they were threatened by others, and to lend his influence on
Humbert’s behalf when necessary.16Between two castellans, though a technical relation of lord
and vassal might exist, it was never one of domination and dependence. Between a castellan
and a knight, it was: the knight was legally and socially inferior. Yet his subordination at that time
and place was typically moderate. Usually he still owned some land outright and did not depend
on land granted by the lord. In frontier zones, lords often competed for knights’ vassalage,
offering greater advantages for lighter obligations.17 Finally, most knights held fiefs from more
than one lord. Besides his principal lord, the castellan of Uxelles, Humbert Le Hongre held a fief
of the abbot of Cluny and one of the castellan of Bourbon-Lancy, 100 kilometers distant.18 A
vassal so situated was not severely subject to a lord; he could not be constrained to obey a
command he considered unreasonable.At the time of the First Crusade, knights’ fiefs were
typically a few acres of field or vineyard, or a single mansus (land sufficient to support a
household). Often a fief was not land, but a church, a mill, rents, or a portion of tithes or taxes.
These two could be subinfeudated, or regranted to other knights, often at several removes. In
1080 the count of Chalon was the eminent possessor of a church granted in fief to the castellan
Lébaud de Digoine, who in turn had granted it to his vassal Hugues Lébaud, who had granted it
to Seguin Rongefer, who had granted it to Josseran de Fautrières. Humbert Le Hongre held
jointly with a neighboring knight three small parcels of land in fief from the lords of Bourbon-
Lancy. Humbert and his neighbor in turn conceded them to two other knights, so that three small
pieces of land were responsible for tying together six men in feudal arrangements.19The knight
of the eleventh century remained a country gentleman, sharing many of the interests and
concerns of the peasants and closely associated with them, but from time to time escaping his
agricultural pursuits to hunt, to mount castle guard, to attend the lord’s assemblages, to go on
pilgrimage, to accompany the lord on a journey, and above all to exercise the military profession
that defined his position in society. He did not work his own lands. He might direct their
exploitation if he did not employ a steward, and perhaps on rare occasions he might take part in
harvest or haymaking, but he did not work with his hands. He was not a laborer; the drudgery of
life he left to household servants, plowmen, herdsmen. His house at the center of the village was
no castle, but a larger, better-constructed, and better-furnished version of those of the peasants,
surrounded by outbuildings for the animals and storage of grain and wine. His prosperity
depended not on his lord but on the weather and the harvest.The knights of a single castle
district formed a sort of extended family, linked to one another by professional solidarity and to
the castellan by vassal relationships. Many had lived together for periods in the castle as boys
while they underwent preparation for knighthood. During their periodic service of castle guard



and when war threatened, they again lived together in the castle. At intervals they assembled for
the lord’s council and justice. Furthermore, they were nearly all kin, close or distant. Constrained
after the year 1000 to marry within their own class, they usually married in their local
neighborhood outside certain degrees of relationship. They also shared an ancestral bond as
descendants of the ancient nobility.20Though the decline in the knightly population had been
arrested, their numbers remained small. Duby was able to identify at the time of the First
Crusade only 98 knightly families in the Mâconnais region, unevenly distributed in 150 parishes.
Some villages counted several knights; others had none. They were sparse in areas under
Church domain, and more numerous in forest regions where land had been reclaimed for
cultivation.21 The contemporary chronicles of the great eleventh-century expeditions vastly
exaggerate the numbers of knights, claiming 100,000 for the First Crusade and 50,000 in
William the Conqueror’s army. In fact, these two armies, including both knights and foot soldiers,
probably numbered about 30,000 and 7,000 respectively.22 On the eleventh- or twelfth-century
battlefield, a few hundred knights represented a very considerable force.The apprentice knight
typically underwent training in the company of other boys in the household of his father’s lord.
Evidence of the existence of a dubbing ceremony is manifested in France in the last quarter of
the century. In the German Empire dubbing did not appear until a century later, and then it was
limited to the sons of royalty. In France it seems to have been practiced at all social levels, from
the sons of kings and counts to the sons of castellans and of ordinary knights. Basically it
consisted of the arming of the new knight, particularly of girding on the sword, which was done
by his lord or by a powerful relative, though not necessarily by a person of superior rank. (A
count might dub a future king.) The sword was usually a gift to the new knight from his sponsor.
Several references indicate that the ceremony had taken on a religious character even at this
early date; it was usually held on a religious holiday and in the presence of a priest.23With
respect to his armor and weapons, the knight made only very gradual progress. Helmet, shield,
and mail armor remained his defensive equipment, lance and sword his weapons. Missile
weapons were left to the foot soldiers. The knight scorned the bow as beneath his dignity,
probably more because of its low cost than for the sometimes stated reason that fighting at a
distance was cowardly (foot soldiers also fought hand to hand). In any case, the bow would have
been awkward if not impossible for the mounted armored knight to use.24The cost of warhorse
and armor continued to rise. The warhorse—“destrier” or “charger”—bred for size and strength,
might cost as much as fifty sous (shillings), five times the price of a good cow. The knight
typically required several for himself and his squires. Armor was still more expensive; in 1080 the
Le Hongre brothers’ lord, Landry Gros, gave the abbey of Cluny a mansus in return for mail
armor worth 100 sous. Armor and weapons were an important part of a family’s patrimony.25The
revenues of a knight’s lands were supplemented by booty. In the incessant petty wars of western
Europe, prizes were horses and cattle, forage and food. In a great expedition such as the First
Crusade, to this booty were added, in the words of the chroniclers, “gold and silver, and many
ornaments,”26 “houses filled with goods of all kinds,”27 and “great riches.”28 The chronicler



Raymond d’Aguilers wrote of the capture of Antioch, “How great were the spoils…it is impossible
for us to say, except that you may believe as much as you wish and then add to it.”29 The
valuables went to the knights; the foot soldiers shared the provisions.30A more uniquely
medieval source of knightly income was ransom. A prisoner taken in battle or siege was held
until his relatives raised the required sum, whose size depended on his rank and soon became a
source of pride. A captor had no need to haggle over the ransom of a noble captive whose vanity
was gratified by the high price exacted from his dependents.Traditionally, the fief was regarded
as payment for the knight’s services, or conversely the service as rent paid for the land.31 But
already in the eleventh century knights received money payments for service, usually in times of
crisis or special need. As early as 991 Fulk Nerra of Anjou, at war with the count of Brittany, had
knightly mercenaries among his troops.32 Although eleventh-century Normandy was far more
feudalized than central France, William the Conqueror in his English expedition had not only a
large number of Flemish and other mercenary knights but compensated his own Norman
knights, his vassals, with “generous provision.” After the Conquest he settled his knights on
lands held in feudal tenure, but on later occasions he again hired large numbers of knights for
cash.33 William’s son William Rufus “energetically emptied his father’s treasuries,” partly in
paying mercenaries. “Knights fixed their own rate of pay,” complained chronicler William of
Malmesbury.34 William Rufus was described as “a wonderful merchant and paymaster of
knights.”35 In the twelfth century knight hire became increasingly common.*Irrespective of the
form of his compensation, the medieval knight relished war for its own sake. In company with his
peers, with the promise of booty to be won, he rode to battle exactly as to a tournament, which in
the eleventh century, at least for the knights, it much resembled.War was both profession and
sport. The small private wars seldom involved anything that amounted to political significance.
They were fought over a right that had been violated or a piece of land that had been usurped, or
in order to violate a right or to usurp a piece of land. The national state did not exist. Patriotism
had not yet been invented. In its absence the only large, transcendent cause for which
Europeans could fight was the Christian religion. The idea of fighting in the name of God was
introduced by a number of eleventh-century wars against the Muslims, especially the wars of the
Reconquest in Spain. A powerful and radical pope, Gregory VII, gave the idea of holy war the
impetus that made possible the Crusades.36Gregory, famous for his “Gregorian Reform” of the
Church, and his investiture struggle with German Emperor Henry IV, promoted a revolutionary
theory of the relationship of the laity to the Church that proved to be of foremost importance to
the knightly class. Building on the Peace of God and Truce of God movements, Gregory boldly
carried the Church’s intervention in worldly affairs a long step further. The interests of the Church
took precedence over all others, according to Gregory. The role of the laity, and of the knights in
particular, was to serve those interests, both in secular politics and elsewhere. In case of
conflict, a knight’s loyalty to the Church superseded his loyalty to his lord and even canceled his
oath. Cleverly adopting feudal vocabulary, Gregory declared that knights were “the vassals of St.
Peter.”Conservatives among the feudal nobility and clergy reacted strongly. In their eyes the



pope’s concerns should be limited to matters of faith. Gregory’s pretensions threatened to
reduce kings to the status of “village bailiffs,” wrote one conservative churchman.38 Another
protested, “Hitherto, knights were bound by the covenant of the oath. They were shocked by
injuries to their lord and avenged his wrongs; they protected his power, defended his dignity and
remained vigilant for the sake of their own salvation; and it seemed equal to sacrilege if they
rebelled against their vassal-duty. Now…knights are armed against their lords…right and wrong
are confounded, sanctity of the oath is violated.”39Gregory demanded obedience from temporal
rulers in worldly as well as spiritual matters, and to exact it he was prepared to resort to armed
force. The laymen who would fight the pope’s battles were milites Christi, knights of Christ. For
centuries the Church had stood strictly for peace, in the tradition of St. Martin of Tours: “I am the
soldier of Christ; I am not permitted to fight.” Gregory discarded this pacifist ideology in favor of
the “theory of the two swords”: the pope, a representative of St. Peter, held two weapons, a
spiritual blade to be drawn by his own hand, and a secular one to be drawn at his command by
nobles and knights.Gregory did not rely merely on theological reasoning to persuade. He added
a powerful inducement: service as a “soldier of Christ” would be paid by total remission of sins. A
knight, he said, could hardly hold secular lords dearer than the pope, “for they confer what is but
wretched and transitory,” that is, land and booty, while the pope promised “eternal blessings,
absolving [the knights] from all sins.” Those who fought for Gregory against Henry IV would win
“[St. Peter’s] blessing in this life and in the life to come.”40Gregory’s vision of the Christian
soldier, who wins salvation by his sword, provided the psychological and ideological motivation
for the Crusade. Gregory’s successor and protégé, Urban II, wielded the instrument forged by
his predecessor with history-making effect. In the “great stirring of the heart in all the Frankish
lands”41 that he set in motion, the knights enthusiastically accepted the role of “the army of the
Lord” fighting against “God’s enemies and ours.”42In fact, the success of Urban’s appeal far
outran his own expectations. He may have intended no more than the enlistment of a modest
army to aid Byzantine emperor Alexius Comnenus, who had appealed for help against the Turks.
From the varying reports of his sermon, all written at second hand, it is not certain that Urban
even mentioned Jerusalem, but the holy city was seized on by popular imagination as at once a
more definite and a more inspiring goal than the mere succor of persecuted Christians and
churches in Asia Minor. The Jerusalem the Crusaders pictured was the celestial city of the Book
of Revelations, with gates of pearl, walls studded with precious stones, and streets paved with
gold, with “no need of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it, for the glory of God did lighten
it,”43 where the water of life flowed and the tree of life bore leaves “for the healing of the
nations.”44The magical attraction of the idea of Jerusalem was reinforced by economic and
social motivations. The prospect of acquisition of land was inviting for younger sons excluded
from inheritance by primogeniture. To land, booty, and adventure was added for many like the
Hongres the chance to escape from the tutelage of the head of the family. Yet the main appeal
was undoubtedly religious. “Let those who have hitherto been robbers now become soldiers,”
Urban proposed, according to one version of his address. “Let those who formerly contended



against their brothers now fight as they ought, against the barbarians…. On one side will be…
the enemies of God, on the other his friends,”45 whose reward would be the remission of sins, in
the novel form of the Crusading indulgence. The value of the indulgence was heightened by the
ambiguity of the existing penitential system, which left Christians unsure that the penances they
did were equal to their sins. Although the intricate theology of the indulgence was not yet worked
out, it was understood that the sinner received absolution by an act of grace.The Crusade was
closely connected with an older form of penance popular with the knightly class: the pilgrimage.
The Hongres’s lord, Bernard Gros, went on pilgrimage to Rome in 1050 to atone for his land
disputes with the abbey of Cluny.46 The armed pilgrimage of the Crusade might be seen as a
superior form in which a knight could win total remission of his sins through skill and valor.
Significantly, “pilgrimage” was the term by which contemporaries referred to the Crusades, or
alternatively “journey to the Holy Land,” or “journey to Jerusalem.” The Latin term for “Crusade”
did not appear until the thirteenth century, the vernacular not until the eighteenth (along with
“feudalism,” “Gothic,” and “Middle Ages”). The custom of pilgrimage itself contributed to the
Crusade, as pilgrims were easily convinced that it was intolerable for the Holy Places to be in the
hands of the infidels.The chronicler Fulcher of Chartres described the departure of the
Crusading knight: “Oh, how much grief there was! How many sighs! How much sorrow! How
much weeping among loved ones when the husband left his wife so dear to him, as well as his
children, father and mother, brothers and grandparents, and possessions!…The wife reckoned
the time of her husband’s return…. He commended her to the Lord, kissed her, and promised as
she wept that he would return. She, fearing that she would never see him again, not able to hold
up, fell senseless to the ground; mourning her living husband as though he were dead. He,
having compassion, it seemed, neither for the weeping of his wife, nor…for the grief of…friends,
and yet having it, for he secretly suffered severely…went away with a determined mind. What,
then, can we say? ‘This is the Lord’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes.’ ”47The knightly armies of
the Crusade were preceded eastward by the ragtag throng of the “People’s Crusade,” a bizarre
product of Urban’s appeal quite unforeseen by him. Inspired by two charismatic leaders, Peter
the Hermit and Walter the Penniless (actually an impoverished German knight), this horde made
up of bands numbering some tens of thousands (100,000, the chroniclers exaggerated), entirely
out of the control of the Church or the princes, made a calamitous march through central Europe
and the Balkans to perish at the hands of the Turks on the road to Nicaea in the fall of 1096.In
sharp contrast to the disorganized march of the rabble, the campaign of the knights was a model
of efficiency. Its five armies, led by the great regional princes of France, Flanders, and Norman
Italy (no kings took part), arrived in Asia Minor intact and in fighting trim, well-supplied through
the able support of the Italian merchants and mariners, who had their own interests in the
venture. Three years of march, battle, and siege were climaxed by the storming of Jerusalem on
July 15, 1099.The success of this most remarkable of medieval military operations reflects well
not only on the Crusade’s leadership but on the training, equipment, and morale of the individual
knight who bore the hardships and fought the battles. Despite his near anonymity, the knight is



the central actor in the story. Without repeating the well-known history of the Crusade, we may
profitably examine his conduct in this largest single event in the annals of knighthood.The factor
that made a knight a Crusader was the Crusading vow, introduced by Urban at Clermont. By it
the knight swore to march to Jerusalem and pray at the Holy Sepulchre. The cross sewn on his
clothing was the public sign of the commitment. Vow and cross gave the clergy a measure of
control over enlistment, allowing them to screen out those who were “unfit for bearing arms” and
who would be “more of a hindrance than an aid”48 The same two elements conferred a
temporary ecclesiastical status on the Crusader. With vow and cross, the Crusader acquired
privileges similar to those enjoyed by pilgrims. By becoming a kind of temporary cleric, he made
himself subject to Church courts and therefore exempt from lay jurisdiction. The Church
promised to protect his lands and family during his absence and granted him freedom from tolls
and taxes, a moratorium on debts and exemption from interest payments, and delay in the
performance of vassal services or in judicial proceedings.49Of the approximately 30,000
fighting men in the Crusade, perhaps 4,000 were knights, the rest foot soldiers. An
undetermined number of unarmed pilgrims, including women and children, accompanied the
troops. Modest compared with modern armies, the Crusading army was nevertheless very large
by medieval standards. To the local populations it looked huge. The Armenian chronicler
Matthew of Edessa likened the “formidable and immense throng” to “locusts who cannot be
counted or the sands of the sea which are beyond the mind’s calculation.”50Organization and
financing were improvised. Urban had named Bishop Adhémar leader (dux) of the Crusade, and
Adhémar, fighting in person at their side, lent unity to the five armies, but he was in no sense a
commanding general. There was no central command structure, even after arrival in Syria. Each
prince continued to lead his own troops. Under the princes, lesser nobles, some with their own
vassals, formed their corps, and parties of knights from the same region banded together to
elect their own leaders. In combat, the knight fought essentially as an individual. He might seize
the initiative, sometimes to the dismay of his leaders, to lead a scaling party, signal for an
advance, or impulsively begin a skirmish. The knights were also capable of acting in concert; at
Antioch they successfully pressed the leaders to continue the march to Jerusalem.51Not
surprisingly, strife was chronic among the leaders, who quarreled from Constantinople to
Jerusalem (should the city be a possession of the Church or be ruled by one of them as a king?).
But at critical moments they were able to resolve or overlook their differences and come
effectively to each other’s aid. Also noteworthy was the degree of discipline that the normally
unruly knights accepted.Both nobles and knights pledged or sold their lands to outfit and
provision themselves. Achard de Montmerle, scion of a castellan family of the Mâcon region,
mortgaged his patrimony to the abbey of Cluny to finance his participation.52 Others sold their
allodial lands outright, often to the Church. In a foreshadowing of future policies, Robert
Curthose pledged his duchy of Normandy for 10,000 silver marks borrowed from his brother
William Rufus, king of England, raised by William through a heavy tax on his English subjects.53
There is no record of the fiscal arrangements of the Hongres in the First Crusade, but in the



following century their knightly descendants pledged and sold lands to finance
Crusading.54Most knights provided their own horses and equipment, as for normal military
expeditions. Two leaders, Bohemund d’Hauteville and his nephew Tancred, supplied some of
their knights’ equipment and horses,55 and Raymond of Toulouse set up a fund of 500 marks to
replace losses, after which “our knights boldly attacked the enemy because those who had
worthless and worn-out horses knew they could replace their lost steeds with better
ones” (Raymond d’Aguilers).56 On the final march to Jerusalem, “our knights and more affluent
people” bought Arabian horses.57CRUSADERS FORAGING: LEFT, THEY CROSS THE
JORDAN WITH A STOLEN FLOCK OF SHEEP; RIGHT, GODFREY OF BOUILLON
SLAUGHTERS A CAMEL. (ROMAN DE GODEFROI DE BOUILLON, BIBLIOTHÉQUE
NATIONALE, MS. FR. 22495, F. 78)The knights’ armor was also normally their own. Crossing a
“damnable mountain” in the Anti-Taurus range in 1097 in the heat of summer and impeded by
their armor, the knights “stood about gloomily…trying to sell their shields, fine armor, and
helmets for three to five deniers, or whatever they could get….”58 Later they “undertook to buy
arms and fit and repair them.”59Transport and supplies were furnished at least in part by the
leaders. Throughout the long journey to Constantinople, the Crusaders sought market rights, the
opportunity to buy food. In the Balkans the count of Toulouse “bestowed many gifts upon the
king of the Slavs [probably Bodin, a local prince] so that the Crusaders could buy in peace and
look for the necessities of life.”60 When these were denied, they resorted to foraging; in other
words, looting. The anonymous knight who recorded the deeds of the followers of Bohemund
d’Hauteville and Tancred reported crossing the Balkans in “very rich country”: “We…stayed for
some days trying to buy provisions, but the inhabitants would sell us none…. So we seized oxen,
horses, and asses, and anything else we could find….”61Once they arrived in the Holy Land, the
Crusaders were supplied in part by sea—at Antioch first by a Genoese fleet that put in at nearby
Port Simeon, later by English pilgrim ships, and at Jerusalem by another Genoese fleet.
Raymond d’Aguilers praised the men “who dared to sail through the strange and vast surface of
the Mediterranean and the [Atlantic] Ocean out of love of Crusading. The English…set sail on
the Anglican Sea, and thus rounding the coast of Spain, bearing across the Ocean and
ploughing through the waves of the Mediterranean, after great trials arrived at Antioch and
Latakia in advance of our army. The English as well as the Genoese assured us commerce from
Cyprus and other islands…. Daily these ships sailed to and fro over the sea.”62Away from the
coast, the armies had to fend for themselves, which they did with fair success. The ripened
harvests, Fulcher of Chartres wrote, were “prepared for their subsistence by God,” though the
native population doubtless took a different view.63In military technology and technique, the
First Crusade produced few innovations.64 As in all medieval warfare, pitched battles played a
minor role. Two were fought against the Turkish chief Kilij Arslan, near Nicaea and at Dorylaeum.
The Crusaders also fought off sallies by the garrison of Antioch, repelled the relieving forces of
Ridvan and Kerbogha, and routed an Egyptian army at Ascalon to bring the Crusade to a
triumphant close. But sieges played the central role, with the Crusaders usually the besiegers,



always at a disadvantage against defenders behind high walls. Yet Nicaea, Antioch, and
Jerusalem were successively taken, the siege of Antioch occupying the entire winter and spring
of 1097–1098. Lesser sieges were conducted at Ma’arrat al-Nu’man southeast of Antioch and at
’Arqah near Tripoli.In the field, the Crusaders organized their troops in “battles,” successive
arrays of knights and foot soldiers that attacked in turn. In the fight against Kerbogha near
Antioch there were six “battles,” each a double line, with foot soldiers in the first, knights in the
second.65 The Turks, operating in large bands of light cavalry and relying on mounted archers,
preferred the fast strike and the surprise, ambushing and attacking convoys and detached
parties. At Dorylaeum they fell upon part of the Crusading army “with clashing of weapons and
shrieking” and “fiercely let loose a shower of arrows,” driving the Crusaders in flight. The timely
arrival of the rest of the army saved the day. “It is their custom to use such arms,” wrote Fulcher.
“They were all cavalry. We, on the other hand, were both infantry and cavalry.”66 Kerbogha’s
army at Antioch, without the advantage of surprise, was overpowered by the feudal array and
after a brief struggle, “when they realized the ensuing fight would be waged hand-to-hand with
swords rather than at a distance with arrows,” fled into the mountains.67CRUSADING KNIGHTS
MEET SARACENS, SOME OF WHOM ASK FOR BAPTISM, WHILE OTHERS CONTINUE TO
FIGHT. (LES CHRONIQUES DE FRANCE, BRITISH LIBRARY, MS. ROYAL 16G VI, F. 442)Yet
the Crusaders came to admire the enemy, whom Urban had called “that wicked race.” The
anonymous author of the Gesta Francorum, himself a knight, wrote after Dorylaeum, “What
man, however experienced and learned, would dare to write of the skill and prowess and
courage of the Turks…? They have a saying that they are of common stock with the Franks, and
that no men except the Franks and themselves are naturally born to be knights. This is true, and
nobody can deny it, that if only they had stood firm in the faith of Christ and holy Christendom,
and had been willing to accept One God in Three Persons, and had believed rightly and faithfully
that the Son of God was born of a virgin mother, that he suffered, and rose from the dead and
ascended in the sight of his disciples into Heaven, and sent them in full measure the comfort of
the Holy Ghost, and that he reigns in Heaven and earth, you could not find stronger or braver or
more skillful soldiers, and yet by God’s grace they were beaten by our men.”68THE SIEGE OF
ANTIOCH: CRUSADERS SCALE THE CITY WALLS. FROM THE THIRTEENTH-CENTURY
HISTOIRE DE JÉRUSALEM. (BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE, MS. FR. 9081, F. 44)
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W. D ONEIL, “Highly readable, thoroughly researched. It would be pretty hard to find a better
concise history of European knighthood than this book by Frances Gies. Her research is very
thorough and she understands the Medieval world well. At the same time, she brings her
subjects alive and never lets her erudition intrude to interrupt the flow of the story. In little more
than 200 pages of well-written text she traces the whole arc of the knight's history, from
Charlemagne to the end of the Hundred Years War -- and beyond into the long twilight of
knighthood down to the Victorian era. After tracing the origins of knighthood she gives a vivid
description of the First Crusade. Then she turns to the troubadours and the development of the
literature of knighthood, as well as its impact on the knights themselves. Next she takes up the
career of a very notable knight of the second half of the 12th century, William Marshal in an
account filled with details that reveal his character and that of knighthood in his time. The story of
the remaining Crusades is organized around an account of the crusading orders, particularly the
Knights Templar. Next comes a vivid mini-bio of one of the most remarkable characters of
history, the mid-14th century French knight and commander Bertrand Du Guesclin. Then the
story of Sir John Fastolf, a major English commander of the 15th century (only very tenuously
related to Shakespeare's Falstaff) nicely illustrates the transition between the world of knightly
warfare and that of armies on the modern pattern. A final chapter traces the lingering influence of
knighthood in early modern Europe. There are many well-chosen black-and-white illustrations,
extensive source notes, and a good bibliography. The book addresses the knight's armor and
fighting techniques, but only briefly. Combats and battles, too, are treated largely in schematic
fashion. The focus is on the knight's character, his views of himself and his world, and his place
in his society. There is also a clear summary of the overall development of the patterns of
Medieval warfare. Although there is some mention of knighthood elsewhere, the book
concentrates very strongly on England and France; treatments of Southern and Central Europe
of comparable quality would be very welcome. Gies does not have an ideological slant or a
theory to defend -- she neither "debunks" nor extolls. Since the book's writing, two decades ago,
further evidence has been discovered which naturally alters some details, but on the whole the
book holds up very well.”

Engineering Geek, “Lots of fascinating information. My wife got this book for me after my interest
in Old England was piqued by a series of Sharon Kay Penman books. Not sure what I was
expecting - probably a historical novel - but this was a highly engrossing, informative book on
what knights and their times were like. While it was good, it was a bit dry and textbook-like.”

KRM, “If You Study the Middle Ages, You Need This Book. If you study the Middle Ages, this
book will tell you all you need to know about knights and it gives you details that are hard to find
elsewhere. Frances and Joseph Gies have written a whole series of books about the middle



ages. These books have been a great resource for study, they are "go to" books, if you need to
remind yourself of those pesky little details that can mess you up. These books are wonderfully
written, the Gies are experts on this genre, and if I could give it 10 stars I would.”

Dan Mc, “Excellent Summary. The Knight in History

  
  
is an excellent summary of the evolution, maturity, and dissolution of the knight in Europe.
Provides context, details, and scholarly rigor to an oft-neglected topic in Western
history.Recommended!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. good information, but lacks a more chronological approach
that I was hoping for.”

Ktina, “I enjoyed it.. A very interesting history book.  I enjoyed it.”

M. Pierce, “Good "knightly" information!. Great read for our older (ages 10 and 14) campers at
Camp Memaw and Grandaddy a la Knights earlier this summer.”

R. Threlfall, “As advertised. This book was exactly as advertised. It was a gift for someone else,
and they were pleased with it.”

john robertson, “Beautifully written and very well researched. I have read a number of books by
this author and this was exactly what I expected, beautifully written and very well researched. It
covered the truth and myths of knighthood in detail. I have read a number of books about knights
and this is the best.”

Liuba, “Five Stars. A lot of historic information, still reading it.”

The book by Frances Gies has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 70 people have provided feedback.
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